




 CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE: 
The Broader Family 

 

 

- Andre Europa Biermanns - 

 
Bernhard Biermann  Jørgen Biermann 

 
 
 

 - Bernhard Biermann -  
 

ernhard Biermann was the youngest of the five sons of Johann Heinrich Bernhard and Marie 
Cathrine (Johansen) Biermann and was born in the small village of Københoved on 26 May 1900 and 
was educated in Woyens. Both towns are in Haderslev County, which was German at the time of the 
births of the ten Biermann children. The boy was baptized in the Skrave Kirke in Københoved and his 
confirmation was in Woyens. Bernhard was married twice, first to Christine Johanne Groth, whose 
birth date was 9 June 1902 and secondly to Gerde Cecilie Helsberg Pedersen. Bernhard’s first wife 

died on 26 November 1940 during the Nazi occupation of Denmark. Bernhard married Gerda Pedersen on 2 April 
1941.   

_____________ 
  

Bernhard Biermann hvar den yngste af fem sønner af Johann HB Biermann og Marie Catherine 
Biermann og hvar føodt i den lille by Københoved den 26 Mai, 1900 og gik i skole i Woyens. I 
denne tid hvar den part of Sønderjylland under Tyskland. Bernhard hvar gift to gange, først med 
Christine Johanne Groth, som hvar født den 9 Juni, 1902.Christine døde den 26 November 1 1940. 
Bernhard gifte sig med Gerda Pedersen d. 2 April 1941.Hun hvar født d. 15 Dec 1905. 

_____________ 
  
 Bernhard and Christine Biermann had five children. The first was Carl Heinrich who was born in Vojens on 29 
July 1925 and died on 31 August 1978. The second child, Lily Ruth Biermann, was born 15 March 1927 and the third 
child, Fritz Groth Biermann, was born on 23 October 1928. Svend Aage Biermann, the fourth child and third son, 
was born on 9 October 1931 in Skærbæk and the fifth and last child was Anne Marie who was born on 13 August 1938 
in Skærbæk. Helmer remembers calling his aunt “Tante Ditte” and there is a recollection of a great rapport between 
Bernhard’s wife and his mother. Kathrine Biermann and Helmer visited the family in Skærbæk in 1930 and Helmer 
remembers Carl Heinrich as well as Frits who was not yet two years old at the time. Bernhard and his family moved to 
Ăarhus during the war years. Bernhard’s brother Heine, as well as his wife Katrine and daughter Olga, visited them in 
Ăarhus in 1947. The apartment house where Bernhard, Ditte and their family lived was still standing in 2001 when 
Helmer and Rosalie visited Skærbæk in 2001. There is a picture of the house in the book, “The Great Adventure” that 
was written by Schani and Helmer after the trip.  

_____________ 
  

Bernhard og Christine havde fem børn. Den første hvar Carl Heinrich som hvar født i Vøjens d. 
29 July 1925 og døde d. 31 August 1978. Lily Ruth Biermann hvar født d. 15 Marts 1927;Fritz 
Groth Biermann hvar født d. 23Oktober1928. Svend Aage hvar født d. l9 Oktober 1931 og Anne 
Marie hvar føodt d. 13 August 1938. Di sidste tre hvar født i Skærbæk. Bernhard og familie flytted 
til Aarhus under d Anden Verdens Krig. Sommeren 1930 hvar Kathrine og HelmerBiermann paa 
besøg i Skærbæk og  i foraaret af 1947 fik Bernhard og familie besøg fra Heine, Tut og Olga 
Biermann som hvar i Danmark paa ferie. Sten huset hvor di boede I Skærbæk hvar staaende inu 
da Schani, Veronica, Helmer og Rosalie besøgte byen en kold dag den 29 Mai i 2001. 

_____________ 
  

 
 

 





- Carl Heinrich - 
 
 Carl Heinrich Biermann was married first to Karen (Nielsen) Biermann and they lived in Odense. They had three 
children, Bjarne Biermann, Vivi Merete Biermann and Flemming Biermann. His daughter Vivi Merete Biermann had 
one son from a first marriage. He was named Glenn Algreen Petersen who was born in 1975 and died in 1997. On 4 
June 1999 she married Preben Ynfelt at the Odense city hall and received the blessings of the church on September 11 
in the same year. Vivi said that no-one knew of their marriage at the time but many attended the ceremony at the 
Church. They had been living together for nine years. Of her early years Vivi says she and her brother were in a 
children’s home while their mother was sick on two different occasions and at the age of six, when she returned home 
the second time, her father and mother had separated. Her mother became guardian for Vivi and her brother 
Flemming. Brother Bjarne stayed an extra year at the home and then Carl Heinrich became his guardian. Frank 
Biermann, mentioned below, is a half brother to Vivi and he grew up with his father. During the summer of 2000, Vivi 
was busy working in the office of a flower exporting business. 
 Carl Heinrich’s second marriage was to Inge Petersen and they had one son, Frank. Frank has said that his father 
often made trips to Germany where he visited members of the family. In the 1960’s Carl Heinrich was employed with 
the WagenLit, the French sleeping car company and also with DSG, the Deutsche Schlafwagen Gesellschaft as a 
conductor on the sleeping cars and traveled both to Germany and to France. Frank recalls that he and his mother 
joined his father at the famous Oktoberfest in Munchen where they also visited family. Frank was six years old at the 
time.  

_____________ 
 

Bernhards hustru, Christine, som nogen i familien kalte Ditte, døde d. 26 November, 1940 under 
den tyske besættelse. Den 2 April 1942 blev Bernhard gift med Gerda Cecilia Helsberg og der 
hvar to born født, Vibeke Helsberg Biermann og Jan Biermann. Carl Heinrich hvar først gift med 
Karen Nielsen og di bode i Odense og havde tre bøorn, Bjarne, Vivi Merete og Flemming. Sener 
blev Carl Heinrich gift med Inge Petersen og di havde en son, Frank. Frank har fortalt at hans far 
hvar anvende ved WagenLit, den franske sovevogn firma og ogsaa med DSG den Deutsche 
Schlafwagen Gesellschaft og havde været begge i Tyskland og Frankrig. Frank kan huske at 
engang kom di alle til Oktoberfest i Munchen. 

_____________ 
   
 Frank Biermann, who lives on the island of Moen which is south east of Sjælland, is a son of Carl Heinrich 
Biermann and Inge (Pedersen) Biermann. He was born on 2 November 1963. Frank is married to Gitte, a Lutheran 
pastor’s daughter and they were married in her father’s church at Fanefjord on 17 July 1999 and had their wedding 
reception at the nearby hunting lodge. They had met in July 1997. Frank and Gitte have their own computer business 
and can carry out almost all tasks within the field of computer systems and office work. Their company is called 
Biermann Consult. Frank is a computer consultant and during the past 11 years has been working with various 
projects within the industry. The experience gained from this versatile work has given him detailed knowledge of both 
the hardware and the software. His wife says he is a great fan of JRR Tolkien and in general an avid reader. 
 Gitte is a trilingual secretary and has been working as a managerial secretary with an international company for 
11 years. Previously she was employed with a travel agency in Berlin for 5 years and is fluent in Danish, English, and 
German.  She has worked both in Germany and in England during her career. She is big fan of Garfield and her hobby 
is gardening. Frank says she has a genuine green thumb and was always busy in the greenhouse when they lived on 
Møn. And at the present (summer of 2000) she is also engaged in building furniture for the dollhouse. 
 Frank is very fond of animals and in the summer of 2000 he said they had four sheep which were kept only as 
pets and there is also an ever growing population of cats which are kept in their barn. Domesticated cats, he says can’t 
look after themselves in the wild, so they accept donations to help with the feeding and the vets expenses. Frank says 
it works out well with a little help from their own pocketbook. 
 At the end of the road where they live is fine large wooded area that they enjoy and after walking through the 
woods they come to the beach, which has a fine view but not generally considered a place to swim. Frank and Gitte 
had their first offspring when Magnus Carl was born on 12 August 2000 and due to health problems has been 
undergoing therapy. After their trip to Sønderjylland, Schani, Veronica, Rosalie and Helmer visited Frank, Gitte and 
Magnus on the island of Moen. This was on Wednesday, May 30, 2001. It was a cool and windy day. One piece of 
correspondence from Frank told of problems with an overabundance of rain during February 2002 which caused 
many problems. He estimated that there was a total of 175 mm rain during that month and the accumulation of water 
in the fields was like great lakes. Sometime in early 2003 Frank Gitte and Magnus moved from the island of Møn and 
settled their business and home at Ringsted on Sjaelland.  

 
- Fritz Groth - 

 
 The second son of Bernhard Biermann was Fritz Groth Biermann, who was born in Skærbæk on 23 October 1928 
and after his schooling became a furniture and machine joiner at Tved on Mols in Jylland and finished the schooling 
in that trade in 1946. He then moved to Ăarhus where he worked for his father, Bernhard. He was in training as a 
soldier from November, 9 1949 until August 25, 1950 and after that worked for seven years at slaughterhouse for pigs 
in Herning. In October of 1958 he married Ruth Mose Andersen whom he divorced in 1971. In 1975 he married Jytte  
 





Borgaard and they separated 20 years later. From his first marriage there were three children (1) Susanne Groth 
Biermann (2) Henrik Groth Biermann and (3) Mette. 
 Susanne is married to Paw Grundt Nielsen and they have a daughter Lykke who was born in 1991. Susanne works 
as a hair dresser and has her own salon in Albertslund, close to their home in Taastrup which is a few kilometers 
southwest of København. Her husband is an electrician and aircraft technician and works at Kastrup airport in 
København as a mechanic. 

_____________ 
 

Fritz og Ruth havde tre børn, Susanne som blev fodt 19 Juni 1959, Henrik født 30 Dec1961 og 
Mette som blev født 24 Januar 1966. Susanne er gift med Paw Grundt Nielsen som hvar født 18 
Juni, 1966 og di har en datter, Lykke, fodt 13 Februar, 1991. Susanne er frisør og ejer hendes 
egen salon I Albertslund ikke saa langt fra deres hjem i Taastrup. 

_____________ 
 
Susanne’s brother, Henrik is married to Tina Lovstad and they have two boys (1) Mark Lovstad Biermman and (2) 
Nicklas Lovstad Biermann.  Her sister Mette is married to Per Nielsen with two children (1) Mie (Biermann) Nielsen 
and (2) Tobias (Biermann) Nielsen. 
 Lily Ruth Biermann, the eldest daughter of Bernhard Biermann and Christine married Orla Mollerup Nielsen on 
13 December 1950. They have three children (1) Ulla Mehlsen (Biermann) Nielsen (2) Renne (Biermann) Nielsen and 
(3) Hanne (Biermann) Nielsen. All three children have their mother’s maiden name as a middle name. 
  

 - Svend Aage - 
 
 Svend Aage Biermann, the youngest son of Bernhard and Christine (Groth) Biermann, is married to Elsie 
Pedersen. Their two children are named Jesper Biermann and Tene Biermann. Svend Aage’s second marriage was to 
Kirsten Irene Schneider in 1963 and their son, Allan was born on 29 October 1964. When Schani, Veronica, Helmer 
and Rosalie were in Denmark in 2001 they visited with Svend Aage and his friend, Bodil. They had a grand Sunday 
afternoon and were treated to a sumptuous meal. In the year 2003 they sold their home in the Garden Colony in 
Herlev and moved to another part of Sjaelland called Skuldelev near Skibby. Helmer visited them together with Anne 
Marie and Jørgen Jensen in June of 2003. 

_____________ 
 

Svend Aage Biermann hvar son af Bernhard Biermann og Christine Groth Biermann of blev født 
d. 9 Oktober, 1931 I Skaerbaek.Han blev først gift med Elsie Pedersen I 1955 og deres børn hvar 
Jesper, født 9 August 1955 og Tene Biermann født 9 Sept, 1960. Svendaage hvar gift med Kirsten 
Irene Schneider I 1963 og di havde en søn, Allan, født 29, 1964. Da Veronica, Schani, Rosalie og 
Helmer besøgt Svendaage og Bodil bode di i et sommerhus i en kommune have i Herlev. I 2003 
har di  flytted op vest for København nær Frederiksund. 

_____________ 
 

- Anne Marie - 
 
 Anne Marie Biermann, the second daughter and youngest child of Bernhard and Christine Groth Biermann, is 
married to Jørgen Richoff Jensen, whose 40th wedding anniversary was in 1999. They have two girls (1) Connie 
Richoff Jensen and (2) Margit Richoff Jensen. The first born daughter, Helle Richoff Jensen, born on 4 July 1959, 
died one day later. Connie and her husband Thomas Beich have three children. The two twins are Maria and Mikkel 
and the third is son Anders. Margit and Carsten have two children, Jacob and Simone. During the 2001 trip to Europe 
Rosalie, Veronica, Schani and Helmer were delighted to meet them all. They spent Ascension Thursday afternoon 
with Connie and Thomas and children and after their trip to Sonderjylland and just before the train ride to Austria 
they enjoyed a wonderful evening with Margit and Carsten and their two children. 
 Anne Marie and Jørgen had a summer house in the Garden Colony in Herlev which they sold in 2002. They live 
at Højbjergvej 60, a quiet street in Herlev. The Garden Colony is a popular feature of urban life, especially for people 
who occupy apartments or townhouses in the urban districts of Denmark. There have been over 100,000 of these 
allotment holders who form their own organization and activities which include gardening projects and many of these 
organizations received government grants.   

_____________ 
 

Anne Marie Biermann blev født 13 August, 1938 I Skærbæk og er gift med Jørgen Richoff Jensen. 
Bryllups dag hvar d. 11 April 1959.Jørgen hvar fodt d 13, 1937 Ved det ægteskab er det to born, 
Connie Richoff (Jensen) Beich og Margit Richoff, gift med Carsten. Connie og thomas har tre 
born, tvilling Marie og Mikkel og son Anders. Carsten og Margit har to born Jakob og Simone Da 
Helmer, Rosalie, Schani og Veronica hvar i Danmark i 2001 havde di en dejlig eftermiddag paa 
Himmelsdag med Connie og Thomas Beich. En aften kom Margit og hente dem med bil og saa 
hvade di en dejlig besøg med Carsten, Margit og børn for en dejlig aften I deres hus nord fra 
København. 





- Jorgen Bernhard Biermann - 
 

 Jørgen Bernhard Biermann, the eldest son of Johann Heinrich Bernhard Biermann, was born on 01 August 1890 
in Tandslet on the Island of Als. He was confirmed in the Lutheran Church in Københoved where the family had 
moved sometime earlier. He served in the Kaiser’s army during WW1 and was married in Lubeck, Germany to Hulda 
Pauline Dunker. They had five children (1) Frans (2) Fritz (3) Ingeborg (4) Ottielie and (5) Flemming. 

_____________ 
 

Jørgen Bernhard Biermann, den eldste son af Johann HB Biermann og Marie Cathrine (Johansen) 
Biermann hvar født d. 1 August, 1890 in Tandslet paa Als og hvar confirmered i den Lutherske 
kirke i Københoved. Han hvar i den første krig med Kaiser Wilhelm II krigshaer. Han blev gift i 
Leipzig med Hulda Pauline Dunder og deres forste son, Franz hvar født i Lübeck i 1918. Fir andre 
børn hvar født til Jørgen og Hulda: Frits, Ingebgorg, Ottielie og Flemming. Og det hvar I Vojens 
at Jørgen kom hjem efter sgeorlov hos hans foraeldre efter en indkaplslet granat splint den 25 
Januar 1918. I denne tid fik han en feldpostkarte fra hans hustru Pauline. 

_____________ 
 
 Hulda Pauline Dunker was the daughter of Jochen Heinrich Dunker and Auguste Mathilde Petzke, who were 
married 14 November 1890 in Lubeck, Germany. The father of Jochen Heinrich Christoph Dunker was Franz 
Heinrich Christoph Dunker who was born in 1826 and Anna Catharina Christina Schrader, a Countess who was born 
1829. Franz Heinrich was an architect and wildlife hunter in Africa. When Franz and Catharina were married on 5 
May 1854, the title of Countess disappeared.  
 Their eldest daughter, Ottielie Biermann was born in Aabenraa in 1925 and lived for some years with her 
husband, Hans F. Pedersen in Odense. Ottielie’s husband worked as a typesetter until the new technology that didn’t 
use lead type was introduced. He worked for a publishing house and one time for a newspaper. They have three 
daughters and a son. The oldest is named Connie, aged 56 and lives in Odense; the next is Karin who is 54 and has 
two girls. Karin is married to Jørn Jepsen who has done considerable research on the Biermann family and has been 
responsible for finding several new pieces of important information. Helmer was fortunate to make contact with Jørn 
Jepsen in the spring of 2003 and eventually received some interesting information on the family. Jørn also reported 
that he has traced the Dunker family of Lubeck to the year 1578 and he knows where they all lived and have visited all 
these places over the years. Jørn and Karin spent a week in 2003 with a member of that family in a house next to a 
Dunkerhaus which dates from 1636.  The youngest daughter of Otiellie is Inge who, with her husband Sten, hase 
traveled to Canada in recent years. Ottilie’s son is Svend and he lives in Aarhus and has two children. Ingeborg, 
another daughter of Jørgen and Hulda, was born in Aabenraa in 1927 and died in 1985 
 Flemming Biermann, the youngest son of Jørgen and Hulda, was born in 1938.  For a number of years he was a 
seaman on the Denmark to Greenland run and currently lives in Verlflinge on the Island of Fyn (in English called 
Funen). All three sons of Jørgen have been to Greenland at one time or another.  
 Frits Biermann, the second son, was first married to Ketty Aagaard Hansen (born 11 June 1922) and their son, 
Preben was born in Aabenraa on 2 June 1945 and baptized in the famous Cathedral in Ribe. When Preben was four 
years old Frits and Ketty separated and later divorced and Ketty married again. Preben kept the Biermann name and 
later moved to Hundested in northwestern part of Sjaelland where Preben began his schooling. Later the family 
moved to Helsingør, north of Copenhagen and famous for the castle Kronborg used in Shakespeare’s play Hamlet. 
Preben says that even though he was born in Sønderjylland he now feels that he is a Helsingoraner. On March 28, he 
married his wife Lena Christina Ducroute. Lena’s family had moved to Denmark from Sweden when her father’s job 
took him there. 

_____________ 
 

Frits Biermann hvar først gift med Ketty Aagaard Hansen, som hvar født 11 Juni og deres son, 
Preben hvar født I Aabenraa 1 Juni, 1945 og hans daab hvar i den berømte domkirke i Ribe. Naar 
Preben hvar fir aar gammel blev Frits og Ketty skild og Ketty blev gift igen. Preben holdte navnet 
Biermann og sener flytted til Hundested i nordvest del af Sjaelland hvor Preben begynte skole 
Efter et styk tid flytted familien til Helsingør, nord fra Kobenhavn og meget bekendt for Kronborg 
Slot som blev hjem tilHamlet i Shakespeares skuespil af den samme navn. Den 28 Marts 1968 
giftes Preben med Lena Christina Ducroute. Preben hvar født i Sønderjylland, men han føles at 
han er Helsingøeraner. 

_____________ 
  
 Preben spent 10 years in Folkeskolen and then was trained professionally as an electrician and later became an 
engineer and graduated from Sønderborg Teknikum and now works for an engineering firm in Glostrup near 
København and lives with his wife in Espergaerde, part of the Helsingor community. They have two sons (1) Michael 
Aagaard Biermann and (2) Jesper Aagaard Biermann. Michael is married to Therese Waade Frederiksen and has two 
girls. 
 Frits and his second wife had a son, Carsten, who is presently living in Aabenraa and is an invalided pensioner. 
He is a computer expert and keeps busy helping people with computer repairs which he does sometimes because he 
enjoys it and sometimes will charge a fee for his work. Carsten was born in Rødekro in 1960 where his parents had a 





laundry. Carsten says he still remembers all the various ladies who worked at the laundry helping to keep him 
company as well as a young lady employed by the family. And of course he says his sister Mariann and half-sister, 
Merethe were also there for him. Since there was a rather great difference in the age between Carsten and Merethe, it 
was Mariann who was closest to him and both were big fans of the Beatles. In 1967 his parents sold the laundry and 
took over his maternal grandmother’s business in Hordkaere. They had this business until 1978 when they gave it up 
since a large corporate firm from Aabenraa came to town. His parents are now pensioners and live in Rødekro. 
Carsten has three children, Malene born in 1985, Rasmus born in 1987 and Henrik born in 1990. The mother of the 
two sons is Susanne whom he divorced in 1993. Carsten currently lives in Aabenraa in a fine house that’s not far from 
the beach as well as any festivities that might take place in the town. He has a sweetheart, Marianne who lives nearby 
and whom he has known for several years. When Helmer visited Fritz and his wife Kathrine he met Carsten for the 
first time. In October of 2003, Kathrine and Fritz moved to Aabenraa and live close to Carsten. 
 

- Cathrine (Tinne) Marie Biermann - 
 
 The second daughter of Johann Heinrich Bernhard Biermann and Marie Cathrine Johansen was Cathrine 
(Tinne) Marie Biermann, born on 6 August 1893 in Tandslet on the Isle of Als. She married Christian Hansen, born 12 
March 1892, who was employed by the Danish Railways where he rose to high ranks in the company. He and Tinne 
lived in Vojens for a number of years where he was in charge of deploying trains through the town and switching them 
to the right tracks. Their only child and daughter Henriette was born in Vojens on 3 May 1915. Christian Hansen was 
employed in other cities in Denmark by the Danish Railways and during the war years was chief agent at Esbjerg. 
During this period in Esbjerg he was in contact with the Danish Underground and helped the resistance by deploying 
shipments coming from Germany for Nazi troops in Norway. The trains were shunted to isolated tracks and there 
emptied of their goods, loaded with bricks and sent on their way to Norway. He apparently had several confrontations 
with the Gestapo, but with the railway employees behind him, he managed to escape Gestapo punishment. In 1962 he 
was presented with the knighthood known as Ritter af Dannebrog for his wartime services. The presentation was 
made by King Frederik IX. Christian Hansen served with the Kaiser’s army in the First World War and following his 
retirement from the railway he did some translating from the German language for a firm in Copenhagen.  
 Henriette Hansen married Svend Nielsen, son of Sophus Christian Nielsen and Else Marne Charlotte Gregersen. 
Sofus Nielsen was born in 1874 and died in 1947. Henriette and Svend Nielsen have two sons (1) Kaj and (2) Erik. Erik 
Nielsen married Joan Bjerremann. One daughter, Lene Alberg Nielsen was born on 20 August 1967 and was educated 
in Copenhagen as well as in Texas. When Helmer and Rosalie Biermann visited Denmark in May and June of 2001 
they met Lene again and she was employed by the American Embassy in Copenhagen. Kaj Nielsen married Lis Fulmer 
Petersen, daughter of Gunnar Fulmer Petersen and Anna Pedersen. Kaj Nielsen is employed at Copenhagens Kastrup 
Airport by SAS. They have one son, Per Alberg Nielsen who was born on 16 August 1969. 

_____________ 
  

Henriette Hansen blev gift med Svend Nielsen, son af Sophus Christian Nielsen og Else Marne 
Charlotte Gergersen. Sophus Nielsen hvar fodt I 1874 og dode 1947. Henriette og Sven Nielsen 
hvde to sonner, Kaj Nielsen, fodt 1 November, 1939 og Erik Alberg Nielsen, fodt 8 Oktober 1943. 
Erik blev gift med Joan Bjerremann, som blev fodt 20 Marts 1941. Erik og Joans datter Lene hvar 
fodt 20August 1967 og i skole i København saavel som Texas. 

_____________ 
  
 When Helmer and Rosalie Biermann returned to Denmark in June of 2001 from a trip to Austria they were able 
to visit Henriette in a nursing home accompanied by Erik and Joan Nielsen. They spent most of the afternoon with 
Erik and Joan after a lovely dinner at the nursing home. The dinner was in Henrietta’s apartment and was 
accompanied by Danish Tubørg beer. Joan and Erik had been living in Copenhagen but sold their apartment and 
moved to the town of Rorvig in the northwestern part of Sjaelland. Both had been working in banks during their 
career and after retirement worked along the docks rendering assistance to persons who came on the cruise ships.  
Henrietta died on December 15, 2003.  
     

- Margrethe Biermann - 
 
 Margrethe, the eldest daughter of Johann Heinrich Bernhard Biermann and Marie Cathrine Johansen, was born 
28 March 1888 in Tandslet on the island of Als, Sonderjylland. She was confirmed in Kobenhoved in March of 1902 
and was married to Mads Jorgen Madsen in the fall of 1909. Maria Margrethe died in 1973 and her husband one year 
earlier. The Madsens had four boys, the oldest being Jorgen Madsen, who was probably born in 1911. Benno Madsen, 
the second son, was a master baker in the town of Odense, hometown to Hans Christian Andersen. He was married to 
Alma Koch. Benno died in 1961. They had four children, Svend Erik Koch Madsen, Paul Koch Madsen, Henny Koch 
Madsen and one other. Jorgen Madsen and his wife Marie Madsen had a son, Bjarne who have three children. In 
1972, Helmer and Rosalie visited Odense and were given lunch and afternoon coffee by Alma’s sister and later a 
member of the Koch family offered his car for the weekend they then went by car to Vojens and after leaving Alma 
there and having a lovely meal, they drove down to Als to visit Peder and his wife, Anni. 
 Peder Madsen married Anni Schytte and they had two sons, one of them named Bent. The youngest son of Mads 
Madsen and Margrethe (Biermann) Madsen, Magnus Madsen changed his name in 1947 to Magnus Nesdam-Madsen 
and is married to Enid (Hansen) Nesdam-Madsen. They have two children, Susanne Nesdam-Madsen, married with 





one child and Gent Nesdam-Madsen, married with three children. Peder worked for a large manufacturing concern in 
Nordborg on the island of Als and had lovely living quarters in a company owned apartment building.   
 Mads Madsen was in the Great War 1914-1918 and served in the Kaiser’s army. His brother-in-law, Heinrich 
Biermann, once related one of the experiences Mads Madsen encountered during the War. During one of the 
campaigns, his regiment besieged a Belgian town and after the burgomaster surrendered to spare the population, the 
soldiers in the army laid down their arms and rested in an area not too far from the community. While they were 
resting some of the town’s citizens opened fire on the soldiers and killed several. The German unit responded by 
returning fire and quelling the outbreak. The Allied report of the affair was great propaganda material which 
indicated the invading army had killed innocent civilians. Mads was a specialist in woodworking and lived most of his 
life in Vojens, where at one point he had a lovely home with a courtyard. In his retirement years he and Margrethe 
lived in one part of a duplex on Kirkevej in Vojens. When Helmer and Rosalie visited them on two occasions the 
hospitality was truly exceptional and they served excellent meals both times they were visiting their home. In 1970 
Helmer and Rosalie arrived by train on a Friday and were given bed and board until they left on Sunday. Son Peter 
and his wife Annie came to dinner on Sunday. 
 Magnus Madsen, born in Vojens on 24 June 1929, was administrative director for the Videbaek Company, Vifa, 
which specializes in the manufacture of sound equipment. During his 35 years at Vifa, Magnus was responsible for 
great expansion both in the creating of new buildings and also in the expansion of production and business. During 
this time he was also involved in the building of new laboratory which employed young engineers who were experts in 
the production of hi-fi equipment. In 1982 Magnus established a sales firm in the United States for the company 
which was a huge success in the North American market. He was a highly respected person in the business and since 
his retirement in 1995 he continued to work giving expert and professional advice in various well-known firms 
throughout Denmark. He was also highly respected for his outstanding personality among family and friends. 
Throughout his career he often came to the United States and Canada on business, having visited Montreal, 
Vancouver, Toronto and Chicago. On the occasion of his 70th birthday he was given media coverage in one of the 
Danish Newspapers. He and his wife currently live in Haderslev not far from his birthplace, Vojens. 
 Peder Madsen and his wife Annie had a lovely apartment in a company owned apartment building in Nordborg 
and when Helmer and Rosalie were there Peter and Helmer spent a lot of time together, since they needed to catch up 
on a great deal of conversation to cover more than 40 years when they played together in Vojens. Helmer says that on 
one of the two nights they were together, Peder and he talked well into the night, since they had only a brief 
conversation in 1970 and had not seen one another since 1930 prior to that visit. 
 

-Peder Biermann - 
 
 There is one member of the family who has created a mystery for a number of years. Peder Biermann was the 
third son of Johann Heinrich Bernhard Biermann and was born on 13 September 1895 in Københoved, Sønderjylland 
when it was part of Germany. He was in the army of Kaiser Wilhelm II and took part in some of the heaviest fighting 
on the Western Front. During a skirmish with French forces his company was taken, made captive and during a 
counterattack the German soldiers were apparently turned over to French colonial forces from Africa. These colonials 
were not interested in taking prisoners back to the prison camps, so all the men in the company were murdered. The 
Biermann family, at that time living in Woyens, did not hear from son Peder and when he did not return after the 
November 11, 1918 Armistice, Johann Heinrich Bernhard Biermann wrote a letter to the war office in Berlin. The war 
office confirmed that this company had indeed been taken as prisoners of war by a force superior in numbers and it 
was suggested that inquiries be made to the French. Finally JHB Biermann communicated with the International Red 
Cross in Geneva and confirmation was forwarded to the Biermann family in Vojens that Peder Biermann had indeed 
been captured by the French and that the prisoners had been shot rather taken back to prison camps. 
 This story was a tragedy for the family, but after his parents and all his brothers and sisters had died it was 
discovered that Peder Biermann may not have been involved in any of the incidents that were relayed by the Red 
Cross. It appears that he stayed in France and made no communication with his family in Slesvig. It was the son-in-
law of Ottielie (Biermann) Pedersen, Jørn Jepsen, that had somehow discovered that Peder Biermann had indeed 
stayed in France where he was known as Pierre Biermann, married a couple of times, had a family and died in France. 
This information came from Jorgen Biermann’s son, Flemming Biermann who lives in Veflinge on the Island of Fyn.  
 Further details that have been uncovered and submitted by Jørn Jepsen indicate that Peter enlisted voluntarily in 
the German army on September 1, 1914 just before his 19th birthday. He was immediately taken into the service but 
on 16 June 1915 was transferred to a civilian department and since no one knows anymore it is obvious that he did not 
die in the war. On July 25, 1929 Catherine Biermann is told that Peter is living in Flanders somewhere. The next piece 
of information is that he may have died in France sometime in 1967 but there is a question mark here. It has been 
confirmed that, if he is the Pierre Biermann whose grave has been discovered, then he was married twice and had 
several children. The second wife apparently was named Jeanne Kapota.  
 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 

 Austria, strategically located at the crossroads of central 
Europe at the east end of the Alps, is one of the most 
densely forested and mountainous countries in Europe. 
About 40 percent of the country's area is covered by 
trees and 72 percent encompasses hills and mountains. 
It is the country's central alpine section that contains the 
tallest mountains and largest glaciers. The average 
elevation in Austria is about 900 meters (2,953 feet) 
above sea level; the highest peak, Grossglockner, is 3,797 
meters (12,457 feet) above sea level. The major river is 
the Danube, which has helped shaped Austria's character 
throughout the centuries. Historically, it is the most 
important river in Europe, and it is also the continent’s 
longest. Most of the population is concentrated in the 
eastern lowlands of the country. Austria itself is divided 
into nine states, called Bundesländer, and is bordered on 
the north by Germany and the Czech Republic, on the 
west by Switzerland and Liechtenstein, on the south by 
Italy and Slovenia (formerly Yugoslavia), and on the east 
by Hungary and Slovakia. 
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 CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX:  
Kaiserliche Stadt  

 

 

- The Imperial City - 

 

                                                                   Wien, du Stadt Meine Traume 
 

    
he Austrian branch of the Biermann family did not begin until Johann Biermann, engineer, and the 
second son of Marie Catherine and JHB Biermann, came to Vienna in 1937.The family encountered 
problems during the Second World War, compounded to losing a home twice to Allied bombings. 
Johann and Wilhelmine Biermann had two sons and a daughter and with succeeding offspring the 
present day family numbers over thirty. There were no members of the Biermann family living in the 
glory days of the great Austro-Hungarian Empire under the Habsburgs, but it was to be experienced 

and appreciated by Helmer and Rosalie Biermann on their three visits to the grand Imperial city of Vienna. There 
was, however, one member of the Julsgaard family that was born during the days of the Empire and that was Anna 
Schubert. She was one of many children sent to Denmark after the First World War when times were difficult in 
Vienna. She lived in Holmsland as a young girl and later in life married Gravers Julsgaard, the eldest son of Niels 
Christian and Karen Julsgaard.  

_____________ 
 

Kein Biermann wohnen auf dem herrliche Tage des grosse Osterreiche-Ungarn Konigreich 
regiert bei demHabsburg familie. Aber die abendteuer im die Konigliche stadt war wunderschone 
fur Helmer und Rosalie dreimal besuche.  

_____________ 
 
 The culture and particularly the music of the city would be very much a part of the lives of Helmer and Rosalie 
Biermann, since the elder son would be named Schani after the Waltz King, Johann Strauss, who had this nickname 
used by family and friends. The second son was named Karl, and the last Habsburg Emperor, the gentle and tragic 
ruler of the dual monarchy, had this typical European name. 

_____________ 
 

Die Kultur und besonders die musik fullte das leben des Helmer und Rosalie seit die erste geboren 
war gibt die name Schani, spitzname des Johann Strauss II. Sohne nummer zwei erhalt Karl das 
war die name des letze Habsburg Kaiser.  

_____________ 
 
 It was the long and rewarding reign of Emperor Franz Josef that would be responsible in part for some of the 
interesting aspects of Vienna today. No question that its history and its architecture goes back many hundreds of 
years before that period and those influences are still very much a part of this magnificent metropolis. It had been a  
dream of Helmer for many years to visit this magical city and the dream came true when Helmer and Rosalie spent a 
week there in 1970 They returned in 1972 and again in 2001. The great respect for culture in general and for the 
wonderful music that was created there has made Vienna the most exciting city in the world  But more than that the 
architecture, the 5,000 fountains and monuments, the gorgeous gardens and magnificent parks just add the spectacle 
that makes this imperial city such a treasure.  

_____________ 
 

Die Osterreichesche verehrung fur kultur is unvergleichbar hoher als andere Lande. Opern, 
konzerte, theaterauffruhrungen, Kunstgallerien und museum is von der Stadt Und Volk unterstutzt. 
Hier ist 5,000 denkmal und brunnen und auch prachtvoll baukunst und sehr viele park with schone 
blumen.Burge und turiste kann in die Praterkann ich richtig amusiert. In die Prater park ist die 
berumte Riesenrad eine wichtige Eigenschaft in der film “Die Dritte Mann.”   

_____________ 
  
 





 The Biermann family in Austria, which eventually would total 39 persons, began with the arrival of Johann 
Biermann, son of JHB in the Austrian capital in the year 1937. He had left Denmark in 1923 to take a job in Germany 
and lived for a while in Hamburg, which he always says was his favorite city. He had married Wilhelmine Kaller and 
they had three children, all of whom are now resident in the vicinity of the Austrian Capital, Vienna.  
  Travel books on Austria reveal all the charms of the various regions and provinces and certainly Salzburg and the 
whole area of the Salzkammergut gets special attention and for American tourists refers pointedly to the “Sound of 
Music” tour for obvious reasons. More importantly, though, it is the Wolfgangsee that offers a truly romantic bit of 
legend, history and fantasy as well as visually spectacular. A few travel books will point directly to Wolfgangsee and its 
legendary association with Ralph Benatzky’s operetta, “Im Weissen Rossl” which offers a fairy tale romance about this 
inn, “Weissen Rossl” which actually exists. The story first appeared in 1898 created by Oskar Blumenthal and Gustav 
Kadelburg and tells about the love of head waiter Leopold for the proprietress, Josepha. But the big attraction for St. 
Wolfgang, the village, is the expected arrival of the Emperor, Franz Josef who will take lodgings at The White Horse 
Inn (Weisses Rossl) and offers advice to the head waiter and owner concerning their romance. Like all German and 
Austrian operettas, there are several romantic entanglements to be sorted out. During their visit to Salzburg in June 
of 2001 Schani and Veronica paid a visit to the district that includes Wolfgangsee, one of hundreds of scenic areas of 
Austria. 

_____________ 
 

Wolfgangsee ist unsterblich machen in Ralph Benatzkys operetta Im Weissen Rossl und besucher 
zu Salzburg kann fuhren nach die see. Die Weisses Rossl Gasthaus ist immer noch hier.Die 
romantische werke ist auch immer noch spielen.Das Blumenthal/Kadelburg lustspiel war recht 
erfolgreich und beliebt aber der begann erst, eltumspannend nach der urauffurhrung der 
operetta,“Im Weissn Rossl”, am 8 November 1930 im Grossen Schauspielhuas Berlin. Diese 
Salzgammergut Phantasie ist wunderschon.und die Benatzky Partitur unvergesslich.    

_____________ 
      
 The Habsburg royal family often took the baths and summered at Bad Ischl, some thirteen kilometers from St. 
Wolfgang, so it is certainly likely that these family members were acquainted with St. Wolfgang and Weissen Rossl. It 
was at Bad Ischl that that a youthful Franz Josef first laid eyes on Elisabeth von Wittelsbach, who was later to become 
the tragic Empress Elisabeth, who was assassinated at the time that the play was being written.  
 Blumenthal and Kadelburg wrote a number of plays but their fame was secured when Ralph Benatzky offered his 
operetta, “Im Weissen Rossl” on November 8, 1930 at the Grosses Schauspielhaaus in Berlin. With additional music 
by Robert Gilbert and Robert Stolz, it became an instant success. Ralph Benatzky, who was born in 1887 and died in 
1952, composed a number of successful musicals. Stolz gained greater fame with his operettas and songs and Robert 
Gilbert was the son of the famous Jean Gilbert, who created the wonderful musical, “Queen of the Movies.” Also 
contributing to the success of the Benatzky operetta, was Hans Muller, leader of a group, who directed the stage 
setting for the work. Erik Charell also contributed to the White Horse revue, inspired by Muller’s stage setting.  
  As for the fantasy of St. Wolfgang, “Im Weissen Rossl” sold out for 416 performances at the Berlin Theatre. It was 
also presented in London and New York with a combined 874 stagings. In recent years Benatzky’s operetta has gained 
fame in a recording featuring Peter Alexander. Note that the operetta is “Im Weissen Rossl” but the inn is Weisses 
Rossl. There is a gorgeous picture on the cover of the booklet accompanying a Eurodisc recording of the noted 
Benatzky operetta. 
 Vienna has been blessed with a series of golden ages with its history, its music, and its magnificent architecture. It 
is, without a doubt, the loveliest city in the world. Most notably under the wise rule of Empress Maria Theresa it 
marked one golden age, then the period after the defeat of Napoleon and finally in the final glory of the days when 
Kaiser Franz Josef was the benevolent ruler until the First World War became the first conflict in a new vicious 
century. Despite its encounters with Nazis, Bolsheviks and the Americans, the Imperial City still reflects a great deal 
of its past glory. The wine kellars still reflect the ideals of the Biedermeier era, the Schrammel blend of wine and 
music and the coffee houses with its newspaper readers. For many decades Vienna had been a blend of academic 
pursuits, cultural superiority and popular entertainment and it’s still reflected in the present day city. It was Franz 
Josef who decreed that the ancient walls be replaced by an extraordinary Ringstrasse. The great palaces of Hofburg, 
Belvedere and Schonbrunn, as well as the houses of the famous, are only part of the distinctive character of the city. 
Here is a Greek styled Parliament building, a Gothic City Hall imposing museums and celebrated parks. Many of the 
5,000 monuments, statues and fountains are tributes and celebrate events, famous people and design of exquisite 
taste.  
 Even more amazing was the recovery made after the Second World War and the 10-year occupation by French, 
British, American and Russian invaders. With them gone the Imperial city of Vienna found herself again. The bombed 
out Opera, Burgtheatre and Stefandom were restored to their former glory and the city of music had its Wiener 
Festwochen annually when 60 to 70 programs would be held each evening and the wine kellars would ring again with 
the sound of Schrammel. Major shopping areas include the fashionable Kartnerstrasse, the Graben and the more 
moderately priced shopping street, Mariahilfer Strasse somehow being guarded by a fine statue of Franz Josef Haydn.  
 Other famous churches include the Votivkirche, built in the middle of the 19th century and the Karlskirche, 
dating from 1737. The Franziskaner Kirche dates from the 14th century. Not far from Vienna on the Danube is the 
famous Melk Monastery, a Benedictine abbey, which with its spectacular color that seems a combination of gold and 
orange, is a most beautiful structure and one of the most outstanding buildings in all of Europe. Of course the major 
cathedral is St. Stephen, originally built in the 12th century as a parish church, which was destroyed by fire. King 





Ottakar of Bohemia, who occupied Vienna, began the construction of a new church in 1259 which eventually became a 
cathedral in 1469. The vicious and unnecessary bombing of the structure took place in 1945 but the Viennese 
faithfully and carefully reconstructed the cathedral. In the process there were a total of 250,000 enameled tiles from 
Bohemia used to repair the roof.  
 For light musical fare, including those exceptionally fine Viennese operettas, the fortress-like Volksoper is the 
place to hear  the Strauss, “Nacht in Venedig,” Kalman’s, “Grafin Mariza” or “Die Lutstige Witwe” by Lehar, the most 
performed stage production of all time. But for imperial splendor nothing can match the wonders of the Vienna State 
Opera on the Opernring. Vienna’s Musikverein is home to the world-famous Vienna Philharmonic with an auditorium 
for full orchestral performances and two smaller halls called the Mozartsaal and the Schubertsaal. No other city in the 
world can boast so many exceptional monuments all constructed with care and artistic embellishment. The 5,000 
fountains and statues are dedicated to the Vienna’s greatest citizens whether they are empress, statesman, author, 
poet, professional or musician. There are some striking monuments to Austria’s heroes on the Burgring and the 
Heldendenkmal are very impressive. In the Stadtpark are numerous fine and often elaborate creations dedicated to 
famous musicians and other illustrious Austrians. 
 It is interesting to realize that although Austria today is considered a Roman Catholic country, it was not always 
so. In the late 1500’s and early 1600’s the Reformation had its effects on the country and it was only when the Counter 
Reformation really began its push that the Austrian-Hungarian Empire reverted to a solidly Catholic country, 
dominated by the Vatican. At one point in the early 17th century, the Vienna City Council was 100% Lutheran. It is 
interesting to read in Ilsa Barea’s book on Vienna that her family remained firmly entrenched in the Lutheran religion 
and anyone who married into the family was expected to join the Lutheran Church. 
 

- Johann Biermann - 
  
 Johann Biermann, the second son of Johann Heinrich Bernhard and Marie Cathrine (Johansen) Biermann was 
born 14 August 1891 in Tandslet on the island of Als, Sonderjylland, Nord Schleswig when it was part of the Kaiser 
Wilhelm II’s Germany.  [1] He was confirmed in the church at Københoved, then in the German Empire since 1864. In 
his early years he was in the merchant marine.  There is a story that in his younger years Johann was one of the family 
members who was very pro-Danish and was not anxious to be conscripted into the Kaiser’s army.  
 While he was living in Hamburg, Johann met Wilhelmine Meta Kaller. On 18 October 1932 he married 
Wilhelmine Meta Kaller, who was born on 18 November 1905. For six years they lived in Hannover, and then moved 
to Cuxhaven. In October 1939 he was working for the Insulation Company of Kreuser & Klostermann and sent to 
Austria. He was stationed for six weeks in Baden near Vienna before taking up residence at 48 Praterstrasse in the 
Austrian capital. Both Johann and Wilhelmine were German and Lutheran. 
 In February of 1945 Wilhelmine and her three children, Arne, Hannelore and Peter were evacuated to Muhlviertel 
in Upper Austria to escape the unnecessary bombing of Vienna. The bombing very late in the war destroyed the 
famous Vienna State Opera House and heavily damaged St. Stephen’s Cathedral as well as other notable buildings. 
Johann left Vienna during the Russian occupation and in October of 1947 the family settled in Weidling, just outside 
Vienna, and Wilhelmeine and the family returned from Mulhviertel. Their house in Vienna had been damaged by 
American air force bombing.  
 In 1963 Johann’s brother, Heinrich and his wife Kathrine (Tut) Biermann visited Vienna and had their first 
reunion in 40 years. In 1970 Helmer Biermann, Heine’s son, came to Vienna and on the day after their arrival at the 
St. James Hotel, Johann came to greet him. It was the first time Johann had seen Helmer since 1923. There were 
several visits and meals with Johann and Wilhelmine which Helmer and Rosalie enjoyed immensely. There was also a 
luncheon at their home with their son, Arne and his wife, Waltraud who lived on Hauptstrasse in Weidling. During 
their second visit in 1972 Arne drove them to Kahlenberg for a spectacular view of Vienna. Heine had always 
remarked on the exceptional sense of humor that was part of Johann’s character. It was very prominent during both 
visits by Helmer and Rosalie to Vienna. During their first visit, Helmer and Rosalie took Johann and Wilhelmine to 
luncheon at the Café Mozart in the inner city. The café had been made famous in the movie, “The Third Man,” with 
Orson Welles. The zither selection by Anton Karas from the film caught the fancy of many music lovers. 
 Heine Biermann once said that Johann’s tremendous sense of humour and his love of pranks caused some 
concern after the end of the First World War. Heine thought that sometime after he returned from his army service, 
Johann had, as a joke taken his Iron Cross, but what eventually happened to it no one is quite sure.  Johann died on 
27 April 1973 in Vienna. His wife, Wilhelmmine died on 11 March 1990 in Vienna.  Johann and Wilhelmine had three 
children, all born in Germany or Austria. Arne was born on 13 August Aug 1935 in Hannover. Hannelore Biermann 
was the second child and was born in Cuxhaven on the day Britain and France declared war on Germany, o3 
September 1939. The third child was Peter, born on 27 August 1945 in Pierbach, Austria. 
 Arne Biermann married Waltraud Girz, daughter of Ferdinand Girz and Anna (Gutschelhofer) Girz on 5 April 
1958. Waltraud was born on 4 May 1939 and the couple have four children; Sonja, Jurgen, Norbert and Dieter.  Arne’s 
trade was as an installer of insulation. Arne and Waltraud met in the Wachau during an Easter outing at Spitzau der 
Donau and were married and lived for eight years at 4 Wintergasse in Weidling. When Schani, Veronica, Rosalie and 
Helmer visited in 2001 they were at Hauptstrasse 62 in a third storey apartment. They had lived in this comfortable 
apartment for many years.  
 
 
 
1 It is indeed ironic that Johann was born on the same day in the same month as I was. I arrived exactly 60 years later, 
and was named Schani, nickname for Johann. [… editor]  





- Arne’s Family - 
  
 Sonja Biermann was born on 22 May 1960 in Klosterneuburg, Austria and confirmed in 1975. After her 
schooling she became a hairdresser and married Manfred Inreiter, a truck driver and son of Johann Inreiter and 
Ludmilla (Aistleitner) Inreiter on 28 April 1979. Their religion is Roman Catholic. Sonja and Manfred had three 
children. The first born was Werner Herbert Inreiter who is a baker; the second son, Stefan Michael Inreiter is an 
electrician by trade; a third son died an infant. Sonja and Manfred live in Schonau im Muhlkreis in Upper Austria 
where Schani, Veronica, Rosalie and Helmer visited them on Sunday June 3, 2001 along with Waltraud, Brigitte Peter 
and Arne. 
 Jurgen Biermann, son of Arne and Waltraud Biermann was sborn on Feb. 15, l963 in Klosterneuberg and 
confirmed in 1978. He is an electrician. He is married to Susanne Mullner, daughter of Leopold and Hermine Mullner 
and a hairdresser. Norbert Biermann, son of Arne and Waltraud was born Krems, Austria and confirmed in 1980. At 
present he is a VW auto techniker and is married to Silvia Hof, daughter of Reinhold Hof and Herta (Sauer) Hof. 
Silvia was born in 1967 and is a saleslady. Sylvia and Norbert have two children (1) Manfred, born in 1989 and (2) 
Tamara, born in 1992.  
 Dieter Biermann is the youngest son of Arne and Waltraud, born in Klosterneuburg and confirmed in 1982. 
Occupation is “isoliermonteur” which could possibly be an insulation technician; he is married to Susanne Biermann 
who was a saleslady and they have one son, Michael Biermann. 
 

- Hannelore’s Family - 
 
 Hannelore Biermann married Walter Burger, son of Anton Burger and Amalia (Steiner) Burger. Walter Burger 
was born in Klosterneuburg, Austria. They have three children: (1) Hannelore (2) Andreas and (3) Martin. 
Hannelore is widowed and lives in a house she occupied in 2001 not too far from Weidling. Helmer, Rosalie, 
Veronica and Schani visited her along with Peter, Brigitte, Arne and Waltlraud shortly after she moved into her new 
house. Their daughter Hannelore Burger was the first born. She married Gerhard and they presently have three 
children (1) Angela (2) Markus and (3) Bettina. Andreas Burger the first son of Walter Burger and Hannelore 
Biermann Burger was born on July 4, 1962 in Klosterneuburg. He married Gerda Huemann and were later divorced, 
but had two children. His second marriage was to Angelika Alfons, and had a daughter, Sabrina Burger. Martin 
Burger, son of Walter Burger and Hannelore (Biermann) Burger, was the eldest child and second son, who married 
Gabreilla Jungreitmeyr; they have one daughter Silke. 

______________ 
 

 The Austrian branch of the Biermann family since Johann, Wilhelmine, Arne, Peter and Hannelore arrived has 
now grown to about 39 persons, through birth and marriage and including those who have died.  
 When Helmer and Rosalie were in Vienna in 1970 and 1972 they spent some time with Johann, Wilhelmine and 
their children. Johann talked about the difficult years under Russian occupation which lasted for 10 years. Twice 
during the war, the residences of Johann and Wilhelmine had been bombed by American bombers. Johann said they 
had 10 years of Russian occupation and hated the Russians but also had little esteem for American troops whom he 
suggested were trigger happy.  It’s a fact that history has confirmed.  
 The inner city of Vienna is probably the most interesting old town on the face of the earth and Helmer and 
Rosalie were informed by seasoned travelers on our way from the airport that Vienna was the safest city in the world, 
where anyone could walk all hours of the day or night without fear of any criminal activity. This was the best 
information anyone could get since who would retire before midnight in this wonderful city. Six days and six nights 
doesn’t constitute enough time to enjoy everything in the Imperial City, but with a little careful planning it is possible 
to become so enamored that a return trip is an absolute necessity. So it seems that even before they were two days 
into the Vienna part of the trip it was decided to return soon.  
 Uncle Johann called at the St. James Hotel and arrangements were made to have luncheon together and to pay a 
visit to Weidling where Johann and Wilhelmine had their home at Hauptstrasse 144. The luncheon together was at 
the Cafe Mozart, made famous in the film, “The Third Man” with Orson Welles and Joseph Cotton. Helmer and 
Rosalie stuck pretty well to the standard Viennese fare of Wiener schnitzel, although Rosalie had Beef Stroganoff at 
Griechenbeisel. The meeting with Johann brought out one piece of information. He told Helmer this was their first 
meeting since Helmer was a few months old.  

______________ 
 

Onkel Johann Biermann kom til St. James Hotel morgen efter Helmer og Rosalie ankomst til Wien 
og saa skul der vaere frokost lmed Tante Wilhelmine og Johann I en meget bekennt restaurang 
some hed Cafe Mozart, som verden kendt fra filmen, “The Third Man.” Nogle dage sener hvar 
Rosalie og Helmer I Weidling hvor di modte Fedder Arne, Waltraud og deres born udi Weidling 
og havde frokost sammen. 

______________ 
 

 One of the memories from this trip was a tour that lasted ten hours and took tourists by bus and riverboat to the 
Wachau where several places of great interest were visited. The whole trip including lunch was less than $30 
Canadian. The English-speaking guide had once lived in Toronto; he told his passengers on the small tour bus which 
could seat about a dozen people. There was a fine luncheon at Maria Taferl and a leisurely tour of the magnificent 





monastery at Melk as well as a trip down the Danube on one of the riverboats. There were 69 steps up from the river 
to the town of Durnstein. It was here that Duke Leopold of Austria kept Richard I (the Lionhearted) of England 
prisoner until his minstrel, Blondel, found his prison cell and eventually he was ransomed. 
 One absolutely fascinating aspect of this long tour was the visit to the Melk Monastery, which in the 11th century 
was a castle belonging to Leopold von Babenberg, who passed it along to the Benedictine Monks. During the Turkish 
invasion in 1683 it was razed but entirely rebuilt in 1702 and its various rooms and the 202 foot long gallery have 
become famous. When Rosalie and Helmer visited it in 1970 the serving brothers could be seen in the library bringing 
down the great tomes for study. This two-storey library holds more than 80,000 books and 2,000 manuscripts. The 
terrace overlooking the Danube offers a fine view of the river and part of the charming town can be viewed. 
Spectacular, too, are the ceiling paintings and the glass case holding a model of the monastery is very interesting. 
Helmer and Rosalie had their second visit with Veronica and Schani, on a tour hosted by Arne, Waltraud, Peter and 
Brigitte. [2] 

 ______________ 
 

Die stift in Melk war die Burg von Leopold III Babenberg am 11Jahrhundertaber ihr gibt das 
gebaude zu Benedictine Monche. Es war zerstoren in die krieg mit Turkei 1683 und 
wiederaufbauernte 1702. Rosalie und Helmer besuchte die Stift 1970 und wieder2001 mit Schani, 
Veronica, Arne, Waltraud, Peter und Brigitte.  

______________ 
  
 One of the other highlights of the visit to the Austrian capital was the leisurely guided tour of the magnificent 
Schönbrunn Palace and a view of the wonderful Baroque gardens between the palace and the Gloriette on the hill in 
back of the palace. It was here that an obnoxious American did nothing but grunt and show his contempt for the 
palace in obnoxious ways as the guide took the tourists from room to room. It became an annoyance and when the 
group was shown the lovely room where the Duke of Reichstadt had slept, Helmer, standing next to the American, 
said in a loud voice: “Well, he slept in a better place than George Washington had ever slept.” 
 One evening it was decided to have a quick, easy and inexpensive meal at one of the little restaurants on 
Mariahilfer Strasse near the Haydn monument and then find a taxi to drive them to Grinzing, where for more than 
200 years the Viennese had been celebrating the annual advent of the new wine (known as Heurigen). This was, two 
centuries ago, a spot often frequented, too, by Franz Schubert and his friends.  It was a ride that neither will ever 
forget as he drove along Vienna’s streets at top speed passing between two trolleys with only inches to spare on either 
side. The Grinzing experience proved to be a night to remember  not because the taxi driver charged under two dollars 
Canadian for the 15 minute trip, but also because of the Heurigen which seemed to go down smoothly but had, after a 
few, the kick of a mule. The name of the wine kellar has been long forgotten and so has the charming restaurant where 
they went for a sobering cup of coffee. The antics of the elegant and suave head waiter, a personage with a good sense 
of humour, became a lifelong memory. With everyone drinking wine here, he made a dramatic announcement from 
the centre of the dining room that the couple, who had just arrived, wanted coffee.  Helmer decided he had better 
have a glass of brandy with his coffee. Somehow Rosalie and Helmer managed to find the right trolley to take them 
back to the centre of town. They were never able to find time to get back to Grinzing for an afternoon visit, which 
would have been really rewarding. Fortunately Helmer was able to get back to Grinzing on a wonderful Sunday 
afternoon when Arne, Waltlraud, Peter and Brigitte took him there for wine.  
 When Schani, Veronica, Rosalie and Helmer visited Austria from June 2 to June 9 in 2001 they were able to meet 
many of the 30 plus relatives that are part of the family in that country. For Helmer and Rosalie it was a reunion with 
several of the family they had met on two previous visits and an opportunity to become acquainted with many others 
in the family they had not met previously. On their second trip to Austria, Helmer and Rosalie were able to spend two 
nights and three days in the wonderful city of Salzburg and managed a tour to the glacier lake, Konigsee. There was 
also a stop in the beautiful town of Berchtesgarten with its spectacular alpine surroundings.  
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2 Pictures of the Melk Monastery and the magnificent Schönbrunn Palace can be found in the book, “The Great 
Adventure”, published in the fall of 2001 [… editor] 
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  - Europe Visit: 1970/72 - 

 

There’s No Place like Home 
I Danmark er Jeg Fodt og det er Fædrelandet 

 

                        
                           

ne wet, dark evening in November of 1964, there was a bit of cheer in listening to Franz Lehar’s 
prominent operetta, “Lustige Witwe,” the most performed stage work in the history of the theatre. 
Helmer had put on a recording of this “gemutliche, wunderschone” creation and during the 90 or so 
minutes there was a sudden urge to visit that wonderful and magnificent city on the Danube. Would 
it be possible to visit the Imperial City of Vienna? The thought expanded to musing about going to 
Europe and visiting not only Austria but Denmark, the homeland that hadn’t been visited since 1930. 

What over the next month became an impossible dream evolved into a determination to turn the idea into reality. A 
little planning and resolve made a trip to Denmark very much a possibility and in May of 1970, Helmer and Rosalie 
flew to Denmark. It was a short flight to Montreal and then to Copenhagen. Heine Biermann had suggested that 
before tickets were ordered that Helmer should write to Henriette (Hansen) Nielsen to tell her about the planned trip. 
Henrietta had written back that they would be able to stay with Kathrine (Tinne) Hansen, Heine’s sister and 
Henriette’s mother. This meant that there would be a substantial saving since there would be no need to order hotel 
room in Copenhagen. 
 The flight to Copenhagen would be from Montreal and Helmer and Rosalie arrived in the Danish capital’s airport 
at Kastrup at 5:30 a.m. Henriette and Svend Nielsen had gotten up early to come to the airport to meet them. They 
were driven to 3 Amicisvej where Tante Tinne had breakfast ready with fresh rolls from a nearby bakery. This was 
indeed a new experience for Rosalie who was both thrilled and a little apprehensive when meeting with Danish 
members of the family. It was a bit disconcerting when Tinne made loud comments and directing her finger toward 
Rosalie. Rosalie was a bit perplexed and nervously wondered what breach of etiquette she committed. Helmer quickly 
came to the rescue telling his wife that there was no problem and that the outburst had been about Rosalie not taking 
enough butter for her rolls. Tinne always made her comments in very definite and sometimes with stern tones 
whenever she spoke.  
 At one point Tinne gently pressed Rosalie’s arm to indicate she need to put on a little weight. Although Tinne 
spoke no English there was great rapport between Rosalie and herself. After a short two hour rest, Helmer, Rosalie 
and Tinne walked over to 50 Rosenørns Alle where Henriette and Svend had their apartment. They had lunch there 
and would later have dinner with them. 
 The first Copenhagen experience for the visitors from the other side of the Atlantic was a leisurely stroll through 
Tivoli, where on their first visit Helmer and Rosalie had their lunch and large glasses of beer. While in Tivoli, they saw 
a short 45 production of a ballet with music by Riccardo Drigo to the staging of an abbreviated edition of “Harlequin’s 
Millions” at the outdoor Peacock Theatre. On another occasion they went to Tivoli with Henriette and Svend and 
spent the whole evening there and watched the fireworks which were quite spectacular. Tivoli was certainly the most 
famous of all the attractions in Copenhagen and had been extant for more than 120 years. It was the vision of 
choreographer Auguste Bournonville, entrepreneur Georg Carstensen and Hans Christian Lumbye and it opened in 
1843. Besides many wonderful gardens, a lake, restaurants, amusement area and natural scenes there is a magnificent 
concert hall. A statue to Lumbye can be seen in the Tivoli which is in the centre of the city. There is also a statue of 
Hans Christian Andersen not far from the centre of the city and a picture of Rosalie has been taken seated at the foot 
of the statue. 
 During the Danish adventure there was a short visit to Rosenborg Castle and then a trip across the sound to 
Malmo, Sweden, where Helmer and Rosalie had dinner at Kung Karl Hotel. The trip across the Sound was made by 
hovercraft (“flygebotan”, in Swedish) and took about 45 minutes across. By regular ferry it would be one hour and a 
half. Nowadays there is a bridge across to Sweden north of Copenhagen. During the visit to Rosenborg where there is 
a great deal to see including the crown jewels, Rosalie commented that there were a large number of Orientals in 
Copenhagen. Actually what she was seeing was a number of people from Greenland. 
 Major attractions outside Copenhagen are many and varied with tourists generally attracted to Ballooned where 
the famous Legoland is located. Then there is Frederiksborg Castle, once a royal residence and now a museum funded 
by Carlsberg beer magnates with its impressive architecture, magnificent chapel and excellent reception hall. It was 





Frederiksborg is laid out on three isles in a lovely lake. Helmer and Rosalie had an opportunity to see this magnificent 
structure and prior to this visit were driven by Svend and Henriette to Fredensborg Castle where the reigning 
monarch and consort generally spend the summer months. Svend approached one of the sentries and asked if we 
could enter the grounds and look around. With typical Danish snappy humour he said: “Yes, you may go in but stay 
out of the living room; the king and queen are having their afternoon coffee.” Years later Carlo Curly, the noted 
organist, told Helmer that he spent 20 summers near the castle land and often played for Queen Margarethe and 
Prince Henrik. He said that often the Prince would order the royal guard at the Palace to help unload the organ parts 
that he then set up in the castle. Carlo seemed to be quite fluent in Danish.  
 The first visit to Roskilde was also in 1970, but it was unfortunate that only part of the magnificent cathedral was 
open to the public. An Italian worker had carelessly set fire to the St. Margaret Spire so that the interior was only 
partly visible. The great altar was blocked off by huge sheets of tentest so that repairs could be made. There was an 
opportunity to visit the tombs in the basement where many of Denmark’s monarchs are entombed.  
 Midweek, Helmer and Rosalie took the train to Ulfborg to visit Asta Davidsen, who had a shop called Tatol and 
lived in a fine house owned by her friend Holger Meedom. There was excellent food and lots of liquid refreshment, 
since Meedom was a liquor salesman. He had little barrels of various wines and spirits located in various places 
around the living room and one very interestingly set in a bookcase among the books. Early on the morning of 
Constitution Day Helmer, Rosalie and Asta visited the dunes along the North Sea coast and then went to a summer 
resort that was being opened for the tourist season where Meedom took orders. It was 8 a.m. and they all had an early 
morning Tuborg. After an excellent lunch, cousin Magnus Madsen-Nesdam came to Ulfborg and drove Helmer and 
Rosalie to Vojens where they had dinner with Tante Margrethe and Onkel Mads. During the drive down the coast, 
Magnus drove along the Esbjerg docks and there was an opportunity to see the vessel, Winston Churchill, which 
carried passengers between Esbjerg and Harwich, England. They stopped outside Ribe at an old inn for afternoon 
coffee and delicious Danish pastries, drove south to Skæbæk and then across country to Vojens. It was the first time in 
40 years that Helmer had seen the house in Skærbæk where he was born.   
 They arrived in Vojens a few minutes before dinner and the following morning had a chance to go downtown with 
Onkel Mads Madsen and visit the old Madsen homestead and look in at a jewelry store which had some fine amber 
jewelry. A friend of Helmer’s mother was working in the shop. On Sunday morning, Peder and Anni Madsen came 
from Nordborg, on Als for a visit and dinner. It was a great reunion for Helmer who hadn’t seen Peder since 1930. 
Onkel Mads, who was half way through his eighties, had some excellent wine with the meal and commented that he 
still had 75 bottles left over from their 60th wedding anniversary the previous October. After a hearty meal and 
afternoon coffee, Helmer and Rosalie took the 3PM train to Copenhagen. 
 There was also a trip by train down to Karlslunde where Helmer’s mother had a sister named Gudrun Thomsen. 
First thing Gudrun asked when they had settled down was if Helmer had a package of Canadian cigarettes. Gudrun 
had been living Canada for about five years. There was a touch of humour connected to the various visits with 
relatives. Cousin Henriette phoned various relatives to tell them what they had already eaten so there wouldn’t be too 
much duplication of food at meals. One of the great dining pleasures was when Henriette and Tinne made strawberry 
soup, aebleskiver and pancakes. 
 There was a visit to the summer house at Sejrbugten and a chance to see the sights around the area of west and 
northwest Sjaelland. On one occasion they saw the training ship for sailors, Georg, in one of the harbours. Everyone 
pitched in, set up the summer swing and each morning the flag, Dannebrog was raised on the front lawn. One of the 
surprises at the summerhouse was when everyone realized that Rosalie didn’t know that cuckoo birds existed. She 
thought they were only artificial birds that came with cuckoo clocks. It happened when Helmer and Rosalie were 
stretched out on garden chairs. Rosalie was dozing when a cuckoo bird flew by giving three “cuckoos” and Rosalie 
jumped up suddenly saying: “Goodness, it can’t be three o’clock already.” 
 The second part of the Europa trip was a visit to Austria, where Helmer had booked seven nights in the St. James 
Hotel in Vienna through Air Canada. It was a fairly small family hotel on Waaggasse between Margareten Strasse and 
Wiedner Hauptstrasse with very spacious rooms as well as a bathroom that was as large as most motel rooms. The 
quoted rate here was 16 dollars per night with breakfast but when it came time to pay the bill, it was only 12 dollars 
per night. Once settled into their room, there was a phone call from Arne Biermann telling that Uncle Johann would 
be at the hotel the next morning to greet them. Johann told Helmer that he had not seen him since he was in a baby 
carriage back in 1923 when Johann had left for Hamburg where he had a job. 
 The first night in Vienna Helmer and Rosalie wandered up to the old city and found a restaurant called the 
Griechenbeisel in an old building with separate small dining rooms for clientele. It was the first chance to get a 
Wiener Schnitzel although Rosalie decided on Beef Stroganoff. On Tuesday Johann and Tante Wilhelmine came to 
town from Weidling and Helmer took them out to dinner at the Cafe Mozart which had gained fame by being featured 
in the film, “The Third Man.”  It turned out to be very reasonable although Johann was afraid that it might be too 
expensive.  
 On Tuesday night they went to the Augustiner Kellar under the Albertina which was the centre for graphic arts. 
Here they found a table for six and waited for other clientele to come and sit at the table. Eventually a young man and 
young lady sat at the other end of the table. When the young man started digging around in his pockets, Helmer 
realized he was looking for his cigarettes and tossed him a pack of Export A. They spent the rest of the evening with 
the couple. He was from Hamburg and his wife was Swedish, although she would only speak German since she told 
Helmer he would not understand her dialect. It was a surprise when the young man brought forth a floor plan of the 
Wiener Staatsoper and showed Helmer and Rosalie where their seats for Dalibor were located.  
 The young man from Hamburg, Otto, had his own little private joke when he told Helmer to tell Rosalie that he 
knew one word of English: “Wunderbar.” Also remembered was the waiter at the Augustiner Kellar who went to a 
small cupboard and took a swig of liquid refreshment every so often. There was one extensive tour that first week in 





small cupboard and took a swig of liquid refreshment every so often. There was one extensive tour that first week in 
Vienna, when Helmer and Rosalie booked the day long Wachau tour that included not only a tour by bus but also on 
one of the river boats which offered a spectacular scenic view of the countryside along the banks of the Danube. One 
stop was at the Melk monastery with its magnificent library and fine view from the rear balcony looking over the 
lovely town of Melk on the left and a view of the Danube River.  
 Interesting stop too was the small community of Durnstein with the ruins of a very famous castle. It was here that 
Leopold of Austria held King Richard I, Lionheart, prisoner until he was found by his minstrel Blondel and eventually 
a large ransom was paid for his release. It was here that there were 69 steps up to the town. At Maria Taferl they 
would see the lovely little church with its fine chandeliers and enjoy a chicken luncheon with white wine. There was a 
spectacular view from the wall overlooking the Danube River. 
 A great deal of time was spent at the Stadtpark which at that time had a number of peacocks wandering about 
and some large heavy non-flying birds and its magnificent statue of Johann Strauss II, the Waltz King of Vienna. 
There was an orchestra bowl where an orchestra played Strauss waltzes and there was a demonstration of the lovely 
Waltz that had dominated the city for a whole century. There was a tour of the Schönbrunn Palace with 45 of its 1200 
rooms now shown to the public. The palace was begun in 1696, 13 years after the defeat of the threatening Turks and 
the prosperity that followed for all classes of the population. It was being built on the site of a former manor house 
known as Katterburg. The design was by the court architect, Johann Bernhard Fischer von Erlach on instruction from 
Emperor Leopold I. It was not until the reign of Maria Theresa that interrupted work on the palace was resumed in 
1740 and her imprint and imprimatur of the elaborate structure was the major influence on embellishing the 
somewhat drab interior. 
 Today the wonderful Gloriette on the hill in back of the palace, the Baroque Gardens, the zoological gardens, 
Palmenhaus, the sculptured trees and the spectacular interior rooms are the trustee of the governments that followed 
the unfortunate collapse of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy. It is a joy to visit the Blue Staircase, the Caroussel 
Room, the Ceremonial Hall, Millions Room, Napoleon Room and Chinese Room as well as all the others shown to the 
public. On one of the visits to the Palace, one of the group was an obnoxious American who seemed to grunt at 
everything the tour guide related and showed disdain for the beauties of the palace, making unnecessary comments 
which prompted Helmer, during a visit to the room where the Duc de Reichstadt had slept, to comment that “he had 
slept in a hell of a lot better places than George Washington.”   
 On one occasion Helmer and Rosalie went to visit Onkel Johann and Tante Wilhelmina in Weidling after 
receiving instruction on getting there by rail and bus. It was a delightful day with luncheon and a visit by Arne, 
Waltraud and family. Later they went to a local restaurant where they had a meal attended as well by cousins Arne 
and Peter. It was a restaurant where Heine and Katrine Biermann had enjoyed a meal with the family seven years 
earlier.  
 On Wednesday evening of their Vienna visit there was a visit to the Vienna State Opera House for a performance 
of Bedrich Smetana’s “Dalibor” which featured Anton Dermota, Leonie Rysanek and Eberhard Waechter. Seats in the 
parket were in the ninth row from the stage and were no more than $15 each. The performance was directed by Josef 
Krips, who had brought the Buffalo Symphony Orchestra to Saint John some years earlier.   
 The last leg of the 1970 European trip was a flight from Vienna to Zurich, Switzerland where Sammy and Lorna 
Margolian were living while Sam was studying at the Jung Institute. Sam had booked a room for $13 a night for the 
two nights stay in the financial centre of Europe. The first afternoon, after arriving and checking into the Conti Hotel 
quite close to the Zurich Opera House, they took a boat trip on the Zuricher See where they enjoyed coffee and cake, 
served by a waitress who was from Aalborg in Denmark. That evening, after a short late afternoon rest, there was 
dinner at the Kindli Restaurant where there was a small ensemble and a 14 year old boy who played the Alphorn. His 
selection was “When the Saints Come Marching In” and the meal included a Swiss Fondu. It was all very entertaining. 
The next morning arrangements were made to meet Sam and Lorna for a tour of the town and that included a visit to 
a Swiss Watch shop where Helmer bought a watch for his father.  
 That night there was supposed to have been a presentation by the theatrical troupe known as the Black Maskers 
of Prague, but their stint had been completed the night before and the new show featured a big black half naked 
woman from Martinique which didn’t interest any of the four who quickly finished their beer and left. Sam took us 
through the Odeon Cafe, where Lenin had stayed in a room upstairs during the early years of the First World War. 
The next day, a Tuesday, Helmer and Rosalie flew home after a tremendously enjoyable adventure in Europa.  
  

- 1972 Trip - 
 
 Having enjoyed that first trip together made it imperative to do it again and in late May of 1972 Rosalie and 
Helmer were off to Europe again. Arrangements had been made with Air Canada to fly from Montreal to Paris and 
then change for Vienna, where a room had been booked at the Aclon Pension on Dorotheer Gasse, two doors in from 
the Graben in an office building. It was a good choice from a standpoint of being right in the center of the old town 
and five minutes from Stefansdom. The ladies who operated the pension served breakfast, but the coffee was the thick 
Balkan variety, so Helmer and Rosalie decided on Continental breakfast at the Aida cafe next to Stefansdom.  
 The trip to Vienna was a complete disaster, beginning with trouble at Montreal when a crane couldn’t get a large 
crate onto the 747 and it was 40 minutes late leaving Montreal. The meal on the aircraft was excellent with steak and 
champagne, but the plane didn’t get to Orley on time and the plane to Vienna was ready to take off. It was then a 
problem how to get to the destination in Austria. The Air Canada agent was no help and he didn’t care to hear about 
the problem. But Helmer did ask him to contact the Air Canada office in Vienna to tell the agent not to buy the opera 
tickets to the Volksoper that were to be used on that day of arrival. Promises were not kept and the agent had no 
solution to how they would get to Vienna. There were about 12 or 14 passengers stranded at Orley that were on their 





way to Vienna and one of these made contact with the Austrian Airlines who eventually agreed to get them to Vienna. 
They arranged for the passengers from Montreal to fly to Zurich where an Austrian Airlines plane would take them to 
Vienna. It was the most gracious and courteous group of people that were very concerned about the plight of the 
stranded passengers. Air Canada personnel couldn’t care less and despite promises in Paris and Zurich, no-one 
contacted the Air Canada agent in Vienna to cancel the opera tickets. Helmer bought them the next day after the 
opera, “Der Evangelimann” had been staged and Air Canada assumed no responsibility for any of the difficulties. As 
it was, the arrival in Vienna was at 6 pm. instead of 10 a.m. as originally planned. 
 Uncle Johann said the two ladies at the pension had been there most of the day wondering what had happened to 
us, so Helmer managed to get a phone call to him. It was raining quite hard that first night so Helmer remembered a 
lovely little restaurant in an old home not too far from the pension, so with an umbrella and raincoats wrapped 
around them, Helmer and Rosalie managed to get a good meal and a jug of wine not too far down Dorotheergasse 
near Plankengasse. 
 The musical highlight of this trip was the one trip to the Vienna State Opera and the one visit to the fascinating 
Volksoper, a very unique structure up on Wahringer Strasse. At the Vienna State Opera Helmer and Rosalie 
experienced a truly exciting evening with a production of “Der Freischutz” by Carl Maria von Weber with its exciting 
Wolf Glen’s scene staged with frightening realism as Samiel casts the bullets. The pit orchestra was conducted by the 
famed Karl Böhm, a conductor much loved and highly respected by the Viennese.  The performance at the Volksoper 
was Emmerich Kalman’s wonderful “Grafin Mariza” with a youthful cast that gave a magnificent performance. 
During this trip to Vienna there was another dinner at the Regina Hotel, but this time the evening was cool but 
Helmer and Rosalie managed to get an excellent meal at a very reasonable price. Another trip to Schönbrunn and also 
a look at the Belvedere Palace, but it happened to be a Holy Day so there was no admittance to either the upper or 
lower Belvedere. Helmer and Rosalie did get a chance to walk to the Mölker Bastei where one of the Vienna 
Beethoven apartments was open to the public. They were the only visitors at that moment and were amazed to find no 
security with the various items that had belonged to Beethoven on display. When they arrived there was lady at a table 
taking the entrance fee of about six cents, but she had gone before Helmer and Rosalie left the apartment. 
 There was a visit with Onkel Johann and Tante Wilhelmine as well as Arne who took them to the top of 
Kahlenberg to get a spectacular view of the Imperial city. On one occasion they had afternoon coffee and a supper at 
the Haas Haus which was on the top floor of one of the taller buildings in the inner city not far from Stefansdom and 
the Aclon Pension where they were residing. There was one scary incident when they got in the elevator in the office 
building to go to the fourth floor pension. Helmer hadn’t properly closed the door of the old elevator and when it rose 
one foot it stopped they couldn’t get up or down. It was after midnight and the bottom floor was in complete darkness. 
Fortunately Helmer managed to attract the attention of a custodian who happened to hear the yells of “Hilf” and came 
to their rescue as well as specific instructions on how to avoid such an incident in the future.  
 After a week in Vienna again, Helmer and Rosalie took the train to Salzburg and stayed at the Bayrische Hof, a 
small, comfortable hotel not far from the Railway Station where they spent two nights for the low price of $17.00 for 
both in a well-appointed room. The stay in Salzburg included a visit to the house where Mozart was born, a look at the 
fascinating Pferdschwimmen, a series of fountains with paintings of horses as murals. In a fine dining room where 
there was entertainment by a man in a sea captain’s hat singing Austrian folksongs, they enjoyed a fine meal and were 
joined by a couple, who were from Bavaria and their dialect was difficult to understand. 
 One of the lovely days in Salzburg was a visit to the magnificent Mirabell Gardens where the feeling of springtime 
was just amazing. One of the days was set aside for a short bus tour that took them, for a very reasonable price, to the 
Konigsee and also a look at Hitler’s former lair in the mountains nearby. Most interesting was the visit for an hour to 
the lovely village of Berchtesgarten, nestled in the mountains. There were also several walks across the Salzach River 
via the walking bridge which joined the newer part of the city with the old city. There was not time to visit the 
Nonnberg, Hohensalzburg Fortress or even the wonderful Wolfgangsee, but it was interesting to walk along 
Getreidegasse. 
 After the Salzburg visit it was off to Kobenhavn by train which left the Austrian city at 7 in the evening with a 12 
minute break between trains at Hamburg and arriving in the Danish capital at 12 noon. Then it was off to Amicisvej 3 
where Tante Tinne lived and where again they would stay during their second visit to Denmark. Rosalie didn’t mind 
the language barrier but there was silence and a few smiles when Helmer went to the railway station to pick up their 
luggage late in the afternoon. Then there was a visit to Tivoli again and later a trip with Erik and Joan to the summer 
house at Sejr Bugten where they spent some delightful days.  
 It was here that Helmer and Rosalie would raise the Danish flag first thing in the morning and marvel at the 
Hjorte Trae, the deer tree with hair on its branches like that of a deer. During this trip there was a visit to Bakken, the 
wonderful outdoor amusement park north of Copenhagen where beyond the middle of June it was still broad daylight 
at 10:30 in the evening. There was also a visit to the home of Holgar Drachmann, the famous Danish poet which now 
was a tourist attraction and one of the rooms served meals. Nearby was an entertainment centre known as the Lorry 
that had a long history of wonderful revues with an excellent show and fine drinks. There was a magician performing 
that evening whose sleight of hand was simply amazing and very entertaining. Helmer hung unto his wallet and 
passport when the magician approached their table, but the magician managed to get Helmer’s Export A cigarettes. 
He demonstrated one sleight of hand that was simply amazing. He managed to get a man’s tie off in a few seconds 
without the victim realizing what had happened.   
 One of the highlights of this Denmark visit was a trip by car to Vojens from Odense and then off to the Island of 
Als for a weekend with Anni and Peder Madsen. The original plan was slightly changed when Henriette suggested that 
perhaps Alma Madsen, widow of Benno Madsen, might like to accompany us to Vojens where we would meet Mads 
and Margrethe Madsen again. Alma said there would be no need to rent a car in Odense for the trip to Sonderjylland, 
since someone would loan us a vehicle. As it was Alma’s sister met us at the train station in Odense, took us to lunch 





at her home and had made arrangements for someone to bring us a vehicle at 4 o’clock in the afternoon. It turned out 
to be members of the Koch family, related to Alma who was a member of that family. 
 Rosalie and Helmer took the bus into the centre of town where they looked at the cathedral and visited the 
birthplace of Hans Christian Andersen, a very small house where the writer’s father had been a shoemaker. The 
famous fairy tales are known world wide, but reading them in the language of origin makes a great difference in 
getting a feel for text. Andersen, who became Denmark’s most famous writer, was born in Odense in 1805. On the 
return to the home of Alma’s sister, there was afternoon coffee and pastry after which Helmer drove the Vauxhall to 
Odense station where the two Koch gentlemen took the train back to their home in Nyborg where the ferry joins Fyn 
with Sjaelland. Helmer had no idea the two men were going to all that trouble. Odense today is the second largest city 
in Denmark. 
 It was the first time that Helmer had driven in Denmark and the trip across the Lille Belt Bridge was no great 
problem and the road to Vojens was relatively easy and straightforward. On arriving at Vojens, Tante Margrethe had 
dinner ready and after a fine meal, Uncle Mads said that Helmer should phone Peter and make arrangements to get to 
Nordborg later in the evening which was the plan made by cousin Peder and wife Anni. At the suggestion of Peder, 
Helmer and Rosalie would drive to Sønderborg and meet Peter and Anni at a BP Service Station there. 
  Helmer had to overcome two problems that could have spoiled the evening. Firstly, he discovered that he needed 
gasoline and all the gas pumps he had seen were self-serve and Helmer had no idea how to operate them or how to 
insert the money. Fortunately he found a station where the attendant was just closing and got filled up before 
continuing toward Sønderborg. Secondly, he almost missed the turnoff Peder had told him to take, but saw it at the 
last minute. The meeting was accomplished and Peter came with Helmer to show him the way and Rosalie drove with 
Anni, which may have been quiet and peaceful due to the language barrier. Evening coffee in their home at Nordborg 
was a real treat and there was a great deal of conversation since Helmer and Peder had not really had a great 
opportunity for reminiscing since the last meeting was a brief one at Vojens in 1970. Prior to that they hadn’t been 
together since 1930.  
 On Saturday, Anni and Peder packed a lunch and the four of them drove to a lovely lawn near Graasten Castle, 
residence of Queen Ingrid, where they had a fine picnic complete with excellent ryebread, leverpaastej, cheese, meats 
and many other goodies all prepared beforehand and packed in a neat basket with a folded set of chairs and table. On 
Sunday morning there was an interesting experience that neither Helmer nor Rosalie had encountered previously. At 
Augustenborg near the famous castle that was now a hospital, Peter, Anni, Rosalie and Helmer watched a parade by 
the country’s famous “ring riders”, a group of men who competed in a special event. The aim of the contest was to 
spear a ring while riding a horse at full gallop. In conjunction with the sport there was a colorful parade generally 
accompanied by a band. After a luncheon, Helmer and Rosalie left in their borrowed car and headed west and Rosalie 
had anticipated what Helmer had in mind. The plan was to drive to Helmer’s home town, Skærbæk, which he hadn’t 
visited since 1930 and the idea was enough to create tremendous excitement, and even a few outlandish thoughts that 
he might meet some of the citizens who would remember the family after 45 years. 
 Helmer parked his borrowed vehicle in front of Aablings Hotel and they were fortunate to get a room at the hotel 
and had an excellent meal in the dining room. Later they went into the bar and had a beer and listened to some farm 
boys playing a game with dice. It was three years later when Helmer figured out that the boys had been playing 
Yatzee, which Karl and Helmer took up tournament style in 1975   
 It was an extraordinary experience to have dinner in Aablings Hotel where as a boy of three and four years he had 
paid many visits to the Hansen family and had been given the job of waking them on Sunday mornings. But it was 
Monday morning that added more excitement to the stay in Skaerbaek when they walked across the street to 
Sjøgaard’s Isenkram which had been built onto the house where Helmer had been born 49 years earlier. Hr. Sjogaard 
was extremely surprised to get a visit from Helmer and took him out to the cooper shop which was still in back of the 
house. Here he showed Helmer the deed to the property that had been signed by Heine while the family lived on 
Broad Street 40 years earlier.  
 The next stop was to Christian Stevenius Schmidt’s Jewelry Store which Helmer remembered from the Skærbæk 
days. Christian Schmidt was greatly surprised also to get this visit and while there they bought some amber rings and 
other amber jewelry. It was only a few days after this visit that Christian Schmidt died. 
 The final stop was to Ravns Bageri where Helmer and Rosalie stopped for morning coffee and had some rolls and 
delicious pastry. The lady who was serving them brought out the pastry chef, who remembered the day when there 
was a party at Aablings Hotel for the Biermanns in April of 1927. He had played the violin while my mother played the 
piano at that farewell party and said he had been seventeen years of age at the time  
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  CHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHT: Europa Igen  

 

 

- Europe Visit: 2003 - 

                                                             Home Is Where the Heart Is 
                                                                            Den Velsignet Verden 

 
 

                                                                                              
he thoughts of another trip to Europe for the spring of 2003 seemed very much like an impossible 
dream, but for the first four months of the year 2003 it was considered. Up until the first week in 
February a few days before his 80th birthday, it was still more of a pretense than a serious thought 
that Helmer would get another trip home.  On Friday, March 9, 2003 the pretense was over and the 
intention was the first approach to realization when the return airline ticket and expensive travel 
insurance to cover cost of illness was purchased at Kane Travel to the amount of $2110.23. So the die 

was cast and despite the unsettled conditions in the world because of a power-hungry, war monger in the White 
House and uneasy situation created by the SARS, the flight to Europe would commence on May 19. 

_____________ 
  

Det hvar nok en umulig drøm at laegge plan til en anden rejse til Europa som skulle vaere I 
foraaret af 2003.Det hvar nok Erik Julsgaard det havde paastaa at Helmer skulle kom til 
Danmark og lrejse omkring Jylland med ham. Op til hans 80 aars fodselsdag kun Helmer indbil 
hamselv at hvar muig, men taenkte ogsaa det hvar forgivende. Men om Fredag d.9 Marts hvar det 
en virkelighed da han kobt rejse forsikring og billet til København. Men saa hvar det ogsaa U-Rail 
Pass som kostet $576 saa kun man nok se at vil ikke vaere meget til brug I Europa. 

_____________ 
  
 Monday May 19 seemed remote even two weeks before the beginning of the second great adventure in two years.  
But when the day came it was off to the airport courtesy of cousin Helene and then on the plane to Toronto, where 
there was a four hour wait for the plane to Frankfurt, one of those complex huge airports that boggles the mind just 
trying to find out how to get from here to there. No sleep on the Air Canada flight from Toronto which left early 
evening. There was a large of group of young people who decided to party and chatter all night long.  

_____________ 
  

Mandag d. 19Mai hvar nok langt bort liggende to uger for Helmer skul paa flyveren men da den 
dag kom hvar det fin og spendende. Kusine Helene kort Helmer til flyvhavnen og under to timer 
hvar han I Toronto hvor han maa sit fir timer inden han kom paa flyveren til Frankfort og saa 
hvar der en vente tid der inden den time og 20 minuter til Kobenhavn. det hvar ikke sovn paa 
flyveren over Atlanter havet idet det hvar mange det hold fest hele natten. 

_____________ 
  
 As in 2001, it was Anne Marie and Jorgen Jensen of Herlev who met Helmer at the airport and it was back to 60 
Højbjergvej, where Rosalie, Veronica, Schani and Rosalie had lived during their previous European escapade. Great to 
find some excellent Danish Leverpaastej, Rye Bread, Danish beer and cheese for lunch after which there was the usual 
Danish ritual of afternoon coffee and pastries. After two years, it was a like manna from heaven for Helmer to get real 
Danish pastries again. Later in the afternoon of May 20, 2003 Lars and Betina Julsgaard arrived to take Helmer to 
their home in Hørsholm, where he would spend a little over two days before taking the train to Aalborg. 
 The trip by car to Horsholm was fascinating and traveling along the route next to the Sound was delightful with 
so much to see that is nothing less than a scenic delight. It was becoming a familiar sight and would always be 
considered one of the many joys of a visit to Sjaelland. The first evening was commenced with a fine dinner of salmon 
and noodles after which a conversation with Betina’s father, Leif Nørskov Madsen, who lived in the northern part of 
Jylland but was here as part of his job as a major in the Centraldelsen of Haerens Materielkommando, which had 
some connection to the Danish participation in NATO, which employed Lars Julsgaard. Later it was early to bed in a 
fine upstairs bedroom. May 21 would be the first complete day in Denmark and a chance to wander around the area of 
Hørsholm, since Lars and Betina went to their respective jobs and feeling it would be a good chance for Helmer to 
relax. The first day had been 33 hours long from the time of rising from his bed in Saint John on Monday until he 





went to bed in Hørsholm late Tuesday evening, but the excitement of being in Europa again was too great and sleep 
would be a waste of time. 

_____________ 
  

Turen til Hørsholm med bil hvar fortryllende og naar den Tur til Danmark hvar forbi kom Helmer 
til at  kende Strandevejen meget godt. Strandevejen langs med Oresund er en scenisk fornoielse og 
det blev en del af Sjælland som Helmer vil kom til at glæde sig at se. The den forste aften hvar der 
dejlig aftensmad med laks og en meget interessant samtale med Betinas far, Lef Nørskov Madsen. 
Han bode i den nordlig del af Jylland in en by det havde navn Biersted naer Aabybro og hvar 
major og arbejde med Haeren Materielkommando I Centralledelsen som forvaltnings og 
Inspektionsafdelingen. Idet der havde vaeret en lang dag siden han kom fra Saint John dagen for 
saa kun man sige at dagen hvar 33 Timer lang saa det hvar op til sovevaerelse for en god sovn.  

_____________ 
  
 Part of the morning was taken with a bit of breakfast and looking about the immediate environs and getting an 
idea of various landmarks so that Helmer could wander about Hørsholm without getting lost. So many of the homes 
are built in the exact same style that confusion can become a problem. So after 1 o’clock, a walk down the nearby road 
was a chance to get a feel for the land. Wondering whether there was either a store or restaurant in the area, he 
stopped a couple of ladies wheeling baby carriages and put a couple of questions to them. One of them offered a 
lengthy explanation in answer to the question, but Helmer did not understand more than three of the 35 words she 
spoke.  

_____________ 
  

Den naeste morgan hvar Betina og Lars paa deres arbejd saa Helmer kun slappe af og finde noget 
til at faa Tiden til at gaa. Saa efter kaffe og rundtstykke skul Helmer ud se lidt omkring men forst 
finde vejen saa han ikke kom for langt bort idet han kendt ikke den omegn. Saa skulle han finde 
forskellige landmaerke saa han ikke gik vild. Han kikket lidt rundt om  morgen men saa kl. 13 
spadsered han ud til vejen og modte et par damer med barnvogne og purte om der hvar en 
restaurant eller butik I naerheden. En af dem fortralt en hel masse men Helmer kun forstaa 3 ord 
ud af 35.  

_____________ 
  
 There was a lovely old building in the distance known as Kokkedal Castle but the road to it seemed too much of a 
walk and Lars had promised to drive there after the evening meal. Eventually Helmer found a pathway that led to the 
main road Strandvej which offered an interesting walk. There was a restaurant that seemed a bit too fancy with prices 
in the 300-400 krone range, so the next best thing appeared in the form of a fine little kiosk that sold ice cream, with 
tables and benches nearby. It was here that Helmer learned that the Danish word for scoop was “kugler” (which 
generally is translated as “bullet”). The dialect of the server was also a bit of a problem.  

_____________ 
  

Der hvar en dejlig gammel bygning paa den anden side af golfbanen som hed Kokkdal Slot men 
vejen dertil hvar temlig lang saa idet Lars havde loved at kor der over efter aftensmaden saa fandt 
Helmer en gangsti ned til Strandevejen og der hvar det godt at spadser og meget at se. Her hvar 
ogsaa en restraurant men det hvar nok lidt for dyrt med priser from300 til 400 kroner. Men saa 
kom Helmer til en kiosk hvor hand kun kobe en is og fandt ud at en kugle hvar det samme som 
“scoop” paa engelsk. Igen hvar det lidt vanskelig at forstaa hvad manden havde sagt.  

_____________ 
  
 After an excellent meal of turkey and vegetables, Betina and Lars took Helmer on drive around Hørsholm and 
visited Kokkedal Slot which, though in disrepair, was the topic of possible restoration. There was also a visit to an old 
mill and like so many old mills in Denmark an interesting story can be told. Also visited a church where once a castle 
had stood that was important in the 18th century as the scene of an affair between Queen Caroline Mathilda and Dr. 
Frederik Struensee, a German born favorite of Christian VII’s queen who had a blend of enlightenment and 
despotism. His power as chief minister in Denmark was short-lived and he was eventually overthrown during a palace 
revolution. Struensee had eliminated torture and press censorship and his successor Count Andreas Bernstorff passed 
a serious of measures which practically eliminated serfdom and slavery 80 years before it became a reality in the 
United States. The site of the former castle not only had a lovely church but nearby was a splendid plantation of 
magnificent trees. The green, green grass of Denmark and the magnificent plantations of trees as well as individual 
trees were to become major attractions throughout the whole of the 29 days. It was also a sign of common sense when 
there were separate sections of the road reserved for bicycles.  
 One of the intriguing visits was to Kokkedal Castle which has an interesting history that goes back a few hundred 
years. In 1990 the castle had been in disrepair for a long time and Stig Husted-Andersen purchased the structure with 
the intention of turning it into a deluxe hotel and restaurant and offered the community 9,000,000 krøne. It never 
did get off the ground and he handed it back to the community and the council has left it to the local population to 





decide its future with the possibility that it could be a convention centre. There are possibilities that can be explored 
with the coast nearby and the golf course that runs close to the castle. There will be a decision as to whether it is 
worthwhile to preserve the heritage structure. The mayor of Hørsholm, Uffe Thorndal, seems to think it is feasible 
that the structure can be saved and wants the citizens involved.    
 Thursday, May 22 was to become a real highlight of the first week in Denmark when Lars took the day off and 
planned visits were made to Hillerød, Frederiksborg, Fredensborg and other points of interest in the north and 
western part of Sjaelland. The spectacular gardens at Frederiksborg were a tremendous pleasure and although it 
would be a few weeks before the whole scene would be transformed completely, the exceptional work already 
completed was visually wonderful. Helmer had visited the castle 33 years previously so it was not necessary to repeat 
a trip into the structure. 
 By exactly 12 noon Lars and Helmer arrived at the entrance to Fredensborg Castle, the summer residence of the 
Queen Margrethe and other members of the royal family. They were just in time to see the changing of the guard and 
then walked about the beautiful gardens in the back of the castle. The presumption here was that some members of 
the royal family were in residence since the guards were in their sentry posts. It was then time to take a walk around 
the fascinating community of Hillerød. There was a special moment too when coffee and a Strawberry Torte was 
enjoyed outside a little cafe in the centre of town that had the name of Jensen and plan the next move on a day that 
was going all too fast. There was also a stop at a grocery store to pick up a few needed items and some beer, one of the 
necessities in Denmark. It was an opportunity to look at prices and compare them to similar items in Canada.  

_____________ 
  

Det hvar lykkelig at di skulle lige kom til den kogelige families sommer slot, Fredensborg, lige ved 
12 middag saa di kunne se gardener blev skifted. Efter det spasered di runt I dne dejlige have bag 
ved Fredensborg. Efter det kort di ind til Hillerod hvor di fik en jordbaer torte og kop kaffee. 

_____________ 
  
 There is a fine old painting that hangs on the wall of the outer livingroom in Helmer’s home at 208 Pitt Street 
which was purchased by Heinrich Biermann in Skærbæk from an itinerant artist sometime between 1922 and the end 
of the year 1923. It was the artist’s concept of Peder Liep’s House in the Deer Garden and it had been a fascination to 
Helmer for more than 70 years. On May 22 in 2003 he was to find out what Liep’s house contained and to solve the 
mystery of Liep. It had been a restaurant for more than a century and half and still was just that. Peder Liep was the 
original restaurateur and the building had changed somewhat since the unknown artist had painted it. It was to be 
one of many highlights of the Second Great Adventure. There was one last visit before leaving for the house at 45 
Slotsdalen where Betina and Lars lived. This was the stop to see the famous Ermitagen, that magnificent building 
standing proudly by itself in a green field surrounded by lovely trees. Returning to Hørsholm they enjoyed a fine meal 
of frikadeller.   

_____________ 
  

Helmers daglig stue er der en dejlig gammele maleri af Peder Lieps hus I Dyrhaven som hans Far 
købt da di bode I Skærbæk. Sa den dag paa kore turen hvar di ikke lagt fra huset saa Helmer fik 
Lars til at kore ind til Dyrhaven hvor di saa Peder Lieps hus. Det havde vaeret en restarant I ldi 
sidste 150 aar og det hvar det inu. Den sidste sted di besogt hvar den meget bekendte Ermitagen 
med di gik ikke op til den bygning men Helmer fik et fin billed. Saa korte di tilbage til Hørsholm 
hvor det hvar middag med frikadeller.  

_____________ 
  
 On Friday, May 23 it was time for a change of venue, when Helmer took the train to Aalborg from a station near 
where Betina worked in the town hall. Most interesting part of the train ride was the stop at Langaa, a few kilometers 
south west of Randers. It was at Langaa that Maren Katrine Davidsen was born on June 11 in 1900 while her father 
was schoolteacher there before being transferred to Bounum. Helmer had never been further north than Kolding on 
the east coast of Denmark. The train stopped at Aalborg at 2:54 pm and Helmer was met by Erik Julsgaard and his 
two grandsons Lasse and Rasmus, who are sons of Lotte and Peter Julsgaard. Then the drive to Skalborg, a southerly 
suburb of Aalborg, where luncheon was ready. Dinner that evening was the Danish favorite of Frikedeller. A walk 
around Skalborg was an interesting interlude and then it was back to Birke Alle 40 for evening coffee and pastries and 
a diverting conversation on the family. 
 Saturday May 24 was greeted with an early morning walk with the Julsgaard dog and then the highlight of the 
day was the drive to the Julsgaard summerhouse on the west coast of Jylland. The summer house was an absolutely 
stunning place with a marvelous interior. There was also a visit to the Saltum Church. After a glass of wine and some 
liqueur it was back to Aalborg for another fine dinner and the usual bottle of wine that always seemed to be part of 
every dinner in Denmark. Lotte Julsgaard, wife of son Peter Julsgaard, came for dinner. 
 The visit to Saltum Church offered a look at some of the magnificence that is visible in every historic country 
church throughout Denmark. The structure is the most monumental church of the Hvetbo district and it became the 
jurisdictional church by law in 1284, but was originally erected in 1150 and completely renovated in 1450 and in 1912 
more restoration was accomplished and in 1959 complete restoration was again accomplished. The artwork in the 
chancel dates from 1520 with marvelous scenes from the Old Testament. 
 The pulpit’s magnificent paintings, which were restored in 1959, have scenes from Jesus’ birth, baptism, 
crucifixion, ascension and resurrection. The altar has marvelous artwork representing various disciples, saints and 





some figures whose identity has been lost in dim annals of the past and can be dated around 1470. The Baptismal font 
in this church dates from the middle of the 12th century and as with most churches in the realm, has a ship hanging in 
the church to recognize the seafaring tradition of Denmark. Saltum church shows the names of six priests that were in 
charge before the reformation and lists the 20 that have officiated at Saltum since the Reformation.    
 Sunday, May 25, was the first of a series of adventures that would last seven days and give Helmer an opportunity 
to visit literally dozens of places and meet a number of people whom he not previously known. Sunday was to be a 
brief trip to the top of Denmark when Erik and his guest drove to Skagen. After a brief lunch brought from Aalborg, 
they boarded a bus that took them to the beach where the Skaggerak and Kattegat meet. The bus was drawn by a 
tractor and after enjoying the sun and water, Erik and Helmer drove around Skagen where the very old, but lovely 
yellow houses with red tiled roofs, were most impressive.      
 The next hour of the Sunday afternoon was spent exploring the bunkers that were created by the German 
invaders during the war years on the west coast in northern Jylland. Erik brought a heavy duty flashlight and the 
exploration of the underground rooms of the fortification gave a good idea of the bunker system. There were still 
rusted railway tracks leading to many of the entrances of the bunkers that were used to bring ammunition and 
supplies to those manning the fortress-like structure. Some of the rooms were deep underground and all were very 
dark and damp and certainly unpleasant. What comforts they may have had were not visible. A two hour rain shower, 
at times heavy, was the only rain apart from an overnight rainfall on the last weekend that Helmer encountered on the 
29-day trip. There was the ever present sight of the power windmills that were very visible all over the countryside 
and a large number of them were noticeable in northern Jylland. Shortly after six o’clock in the evening, Erik and 
Helmer returned to the house in Skalborg to be greeted by many more family members who were coming for a dinner 
party. Peter Julsgaard, Erik’s son had been to Norway on business and had just returned home and he was there with 
his wife Lotte. Also arriving for the evening was Erik and Inger’s daughter, also named Lotte. 
 On the morning of Monday, May 26, Erik had the trailer set to attach to his Skoda car for the six day journey 
around Jylland. The trailer freezer was stocked with beer and food and all the amenities of home were within the 
vehicle.  The excitement of a six-day tour of Jylland was almost too much to anticipate but the anticipation of meeting 
family members that Helmer had never before met was a very important aspect of this trip. 
 The first destination was near the town of Vemb, southwest of Aalborg not far from Nissum Fjord at Skalstrup 
and the family member who lived on a farm estate was Peder Christiansen, who was the son of Helga (Julsgaard) 
Christiansen who had died at 98 years of age in 2002. His wife Sigrid and Peder gave the visitors a really warm 
welcome in their lovely house and served a fine luncheon in the true Danish hospitality. It was the first of several 
homes which would be visited during the week and the treasures that were something of great family pride were 
visible everywhere and most impressive. The interest in the history of the Julsgaard clan was very much in evidence 
during the whole trip. 
 The next stop on the tour was to be the major venture for Helmer and the first look at Julsgaard near Kloster on 
Hølmsland was an emotional experience. Here was the estate that Gravers and Maren Julsgaard had acquired 138 
years ago that Helmer had not seen since 1930. The guests were greeted with much joy by the present owners, Jens 
and Rigmor Galsgaard who had purchased the property when the son of Peder and Astrid (Julsgaard) Provstgaard 
was not interested in becoming a gentleman farmer in Denmark, but had gone to live in the USA. The main house had 
been refurbished and all the modern conveniences were evident throughout but the character and feeling of the past 
was ever present. The downstairs bathroom, a large unit, had up-to-date fancy gold fixtures and the main dining room 
and living room offered great comfort and charm. Rigmor’s mother was staying with them.   
 An excellent meal with wine was served here and there was much conversation about the Julsgaard family. 
During the stay, there was word received that Peder Provstgaard, widower of Astrid, had died that day. The Danish 
flag was flown at half mast at the estate, which was located on Julsgaard Vej and a large stone in front of the house 
had the family name inscribed. During the evening there was a drive around the estate and to various parts of the 
county, courtesy of Jens Galsgaard and there was a look at the place where Maren and Gravers might have lived prior 
to the purchase of Julsgaard. That evening there was also a drive to Ringkøbing where they drove by the site of the 
Aage and Kathrine (Julsgaard) Madsen’s grocery store that Helmer had last visited in 1930. According to Erik, the 
Madsens had a very prosperous business there. The only members of the family that Helmer could remember were 
Kathrine and daughter Karen who was about the same age as Helmer who had some correspondence in the 1930’s 
after the visit of 1930. According to Erik, Karen became very ill at one point in her life and committed suicide. She had 
married Martin Sand and they had a daughter Trine.  
 During the morning of May 27 there was an opportunity to visit much of the surrounding environs of Holmsland 
near Kloster and see the two famous churches in the area, the Nysogn Church and the Gammel Sogn Church, both 
heritage properties and part of the history of the region. There was even a look at the school with the straw roof which 
was being used that morning for some special event. Erik and Helmer could hear the children singing inside. 
Holmsland, with its beautiful landscape, green fields and lovely trees, was a delight and less than a day’s visit was 
certainly insufficient. It was interesting to see some of the visible traditions in the form of vehicles and machinery that 
were once in use on farm estates of the years gone by. Still standing near one of the barns was the old fertilizer 
spreader called in Danish an “Ejlevogn.” 
 It was also apparent that the tourist season had begun in Denmark with the sounds of Swedish, German and 
English heard in various places. During that morning there was a visit to the Ringkøbing fjord. When it was near 
lunch time there was a rest stop along the highway where an outdoor bench and table served as an ideal place to have 
some food, including some Danish chocolate chip cookies that were good enough to have the designation “by Royal 
Appointment.” Later there was a stop for beer and banana and by five o’clock we stopped in Kolding to visit Magda 
(Christiansen) Knudsen, brother of Peder Kristiansen. She had family visiting so we arranged to come back on 
Thursday, May 29 and spend the night at her home in the Bramdrupdam of the city. 





   _____________ 
  

Det hvar nok begundelsen af turist aarstid og man kun en gang imellem hore det svenske og den 
tyske sprog forskellige steder man besogt. Den morgen hvar det ogsaa en Tur til Ringkobin fjord. 
Det hvar ogsaa en stoppested paa vejen hvor Helmer og Erik kun faa lidt af spise.   

_____________ 
  
 One of the interesting side trips was a visit to Abelines Gaard (Abelines Farm), a historic estate with a charming 
history that was part of the Holmsland Klit that narrow piece of land that is west of Ringkøbing Fjord. After touring 
the main house it was quite evident that it could easily be a composite of all the farm estates in West Jutland. The 
farm was built between 1854 and 1871 and in 1890 Laurids Jørgen Christensen and his wife Abeline bought the farm. 
In 1904 Abeline lost her husband but worked the farm with her five children until she died in 1957 at the age of 87. In 
1974 an organization purchased the estate to make it into a museum to show visitors, including tourists, about 
conditions on the Holmsland Klit in years gone by. Furnishings and other items from 1900 to 1950 are part of the 
display in the estate.  
 It was only about 70 kilometers to the cathedral city of Ribe where there was an excellent camping ground with 
all the amenities needed. Since it was still early in the season there was no problem getting a site for the camper and 
supper was a blend of cauliflower soup, sandwiches and of course, beer. A contribution of 100 Krøne helped to defray 
some of the expenses and during the evening there was a drive into the town, to enjoy the quaint centuries old 
structures, narrow cobblestone streets and fine churches. There was a shortcut from the parking lot into the centre of 
town and a delightful stroll around the old city which dates from about 900 A.D. The old gaslight lamps were still in 
use but with electricity which did not destroy the charm of the original concept. 
  Along the waterfront were some quaint centuries old homes behind which towered the famous Cathedral, which 
was a late Romanesque basilica with transept and tower built from 1150 to 1250. In every century since there have 
been additions of one kind and another be they tombstones, figures, candelabra, crucifixes or paintings. The pews of 
oak were created in 1904 and the carved oak door dates from the early 1500’s and bears the coat of arms of Bishop 
Ivor Munk. One of the more outstanding bishops, Hans Tavsen, was one of the famous of the Danish monks who was 
influenced by Luther and has his portrait here. Tavsen lived from 1494 until 1561 and his epitaph is inscribed with a 
lengthy eulogy which was put in place by his son-in-law, Bishop Hans Laugesen in 1585. Famous poet Bishop Hans 
Adolph Brorsen was bishop in Ribe from 1741 until 1764. Famous, too, is the Cat Head’s Door which has existed since 
1175 with granite Tympanum depicting the Deposition from the Cross and is resting on Lions. Early in the 13th 
century the sandstone relief of the Heavenly Jerusalem and royal donors was added. It should be added that Ribe had 
a church in Ansgar’s time, which was about 860. Here were held princely weddings in the middle ages. 
 The one family connection is that Preben Biermann, son of Fritz Biermann and wife Hetty, was baptized in Ribe 
Cathedral. When Erik and Helmer visited the cathedral in mid-morning of May 27 it was decided to climb up into the 
tower and at one point it was of great interest to hear the sound of the clock movement. This was very apparent as 
Helmer and Erik climbed up into the tower. The organ of the church had its facade carved between 1633 and 1636. 
Many of the candelabra were donated at various times and the one donated by castle clerk Carsten Tønnesen has an 
inscribed curse against anyone who might venture to remove it. 
 Ribe also has another notable church, called St. Catherine and it dates from the 16th century. Before leaving the 
town the travelers took note of the home of Bishop Hans Tavsen which was near the Cathedral. Walking back to the 
parking lot, it was now time to continue the journey, so the duo headed for Helmer’s home town, Skærbæk, which was 
about 20 kilometers south of Ribe. Much had changed since the Biermanns left in 1927, but the old home was still 
there. The first target was Skærbæk Kirke where Helmer had been baptized in April of 1923. After looking around the 
church yard they were able to find one of the workmen at the church who had a key and let them inside. It was a 
homecoming that was as no other ever experienced. Erik took a picture of Helmer at the approximately 850-year old 
baptismal font and after looking around the interior decided the workman would probably like to get back to work. [1] 
During the visit at the church, Helmer and Erik took a walk around the churchyard to see if they could find any family 
members. The only familiar name Helmer found was of goldsmith and jeweller Christian Stevenius Schmidt whom 
Helmer had greeted in 1972.   
 Like so many of these wonderful ageless churches in Danish towns and countryside Skærbæk Kirke had a history 
of its own. It dates from the middle of 12th century and the altar table, slightly younger than the font dates from circa 
1350 and the altar decoration is from the early years of the Renaissance and it was carved by carpenter Jens Olufsen 
who was from Varde. The baptismal font dates from the period when the church was built and was manufactured on 
Gothland in Hohburgh marble so would be approximately 800 to 850 years old.  
 Helmer and Erik went into Guld Bageri, which Helmer said must have been where Ravn’s Bageri was earlier and 
this was confirmed by the staff. After purchasing a couple of pastries they decided it was good time to visit Rømø. So 
over the causeway they drove and spent about 20 minutes on the island which Helmer hadn’t visited since he was 
three years old. It was a good time to eat the delicious Danish pastries, which were unlike anything anywhere else in 
the world. So delicious! In the area were the echoes of names from the far distant past like Ballum Sluse, Bredebro & 
Tønder. In the southern section of Rømø there are riding horses which have been imported from Iceland. 
 
 
 
1 This picture of Dad, at the baptismal font in Skærbæk Kirke, is contained in an article on Dad which appeared in the 
Saint John newspaper. The article is located in the section, “Newspaper Articles.” [… editor]  





 After the brief stop on the island the duo drove south toward Tønder where they turned toward the east to get to 
Krusa. Erik wanted to cross the border into Germany to pick up 18 bottles of wine and a quantity of beer. It was a 
quick run into Germany where Erik stopped at a major liquor outlet and got the quantity of booze he needed and then 
it was back across the border. Erik suggested that there was plenty of time to drive to Tandslet where Johann 
Heinrich Bernhard Biermann had met and married Marie Catherine Johansen in the church on 16 November 1887. 
Helmer took a walk around the outside of the church while Erik went inside to take pictures. Helmer bought two 
postcards with a picture of the church, which has great significance in the family history. 
 It would be a 100 kilometer drive to Kolding where they were to stay with cousin Magda (Christiansen) Knudsen, 
daughter of Helga (Julsgaard) Christiansen and brother of Peder Kristiansen. Magda lived in a very classy 10-room 
home with lovely gardens and lawn in the back and a pasture nearby where she kept cows for her son. She had 
previously owned a large piece of land across a pond from the house but had sold it to a group who turned it into an 
18-hole golf course. There was another excellent meal, and then an opportunity to discuss family matters and look at a 
number of old family pictures. Helmer managed to get the identity of a picture with a couple of young girls that had 
belonged to his mother. It turned out that the girls were Kathrine Julsgaard and Helga Julsgaard.  
 The next morning Magda took Erik and Helmer to the very impressive Kolding Hus, an old fortress castle that 
was open to the public and had a large impressive display of Harley-Davidson motorcycles that seemed to be of great 
interest to the visitors here. The interior of the castle had a great deal of wooden planking in the interior to shore up 
the walls and keep the structure in place. There was a visit to the gloomy dungeons. Koldinghus was built during the 
reign of the tragic Erik Klipping and constructed in 1268 as a strong place near the border between the Kingdom of 
Denmark and the Duchy of Slesvig. The oldest preserved section dates from the 15th century but around 1550 there 
was reconstruction and circa 1600 the defensive tower was erected but the structure was considered to be an 
unfortified caste. During that period the king often stayed at Koldinghus. During the Napoleonic wars the Spaniards 
billeted there built a fireplace blaze that was burning so fiercely that it razed the structure and it wasn’t until 1890 that 
rebuilding was again commenced. Today the castle has interiors from the 16th century and Gothic and Romanesque 
church sculpture as well as early Danish paintings.  There are some interesting pieces of Danish ceramics and silver. 

_____________ 
  

 Magda kort Helmer og Erik til Kolding Hus en slot og borg som blev bygged I 1268 da Erik 
Klipping hvar Konge Den skulle vagte graense mellem Kongeriget Danmark og Hertugdom 
Slesvig De aeldste bevarede dele er fra i 1400-aarene Omkring 1550 belve borgen ombygget til 
slot uden forsvasvaerker og circa 1600 opførtes Kaempletoranet. Paa den Tid opholdt kongen sig 
ofte paa Koldinghus. 

_____________ 
  
 After the tour of the fortress, which also has a magnificent view of the nearby lake, it was back to Magma’s house 
to have a good Danish lunch washed down with good Danish beer. Following the lunch there was a 45 minute walk 
around the pond (or perhaps it was considered a small lake) and it was a chance for the visitors to see some of the 
surrounding area which was most attractive. Trees everywhere in Denmark are superior to anything seen in New 
Brunswick and seemed to be disease-free and extremely well-kept. Following afternoon coffee and pastry it was time 
to continue the journey. This time it was to Vøjens.        
 One thing about journeying around Jylland, the distances are not that great and the roadmap that was used was 
sectionalized and the distances were deceptive, since one inch represented five kilometers. So Kolding to Vøjens was 
really only about 40 kilometers to which was added a side trip to Christiansfeld for gas. This town is known as the 
Gingerbread town and the town is famous for it. There is also a Moravian Brothers Church here, founded here in the 
18th century. The Moravian Brothers received a royal charter from King Christian VII. 
  So by 5 o’clock they arrived at Grethe and Hans Morten Nielsen’s home in Vojens. Grethe was the daughter of 
Kathrine (Julsgaard) Madsen and Aage Madsen who had lived in Ringkøbing. Probably the one place in Denmark that 
Helmer had visited more often than any other was Vojens, where Biermann family members had lived in the early 
1900’s to late in the 1970’s when Margrethe (Biermann) Madsen died in a nursing home there. 
 Again the reception at the Nielsen home was one of great joy and it was the same story everywhere they visited. It 
was exciting for the various family members to greet a cousin from Canada and as usual there was a fine meal and fine 
wine. It was in Vøjens that Helmer’s mother had worked in the home of the Gram family, which owned a large 
business there. She had been governess and teacher to the children after the end of the First World War and here she 
met Heinrich Biermann. During the evening of that Friday Hans Morten drove Helmer and Erik to the farm where 
their daughter and her husband lived. 
 The next morning there was an opportunity to visit some landmarks in the town and around the district that 
Helmer knew about and had heard about from his father. First there was a look at the major business that had been a 
thriving industry where Helmer’s mother worked as governess. The business had manufactured refrigerators and 
similar products. The Gram family had huge warehouses and plants in the area and it was interesting to see this. 
There was also a visit to the Tørning Møllerhuset, a noted landmark in the area with its interesting grounds and very 
old odd-shaped trees. There was also a stop again at the farm where Grethe and Hans Morten’s daughter lived with 
her husband and there was some work going on there at the time.  
 On May 30th, after a luncheon at Sjaellandsvej, Helmer and Erik drove to Silkeborg where they visited the 
marina, had ice cream, stopped for some Danish pastry and then found a bakery where Helmer bought some pastries. 
It was decided to stay overnight at the nearby camping ground where they had dinner in the camper. The next 
morning there was a stop at Himmelbjerg, one of the higher hills in Denmark. The climb to the top offered a 





spectacular view of the nearby lake and the surrounding countryside. At the far end of the lake to the northeast was 
the town of Silkeborg.  
 There was not much distance to the town of Aarhus, where many years ago Bernhard Biermann, his second wife 
and family had lived. The planned visit on this Saturday morning of May 31 was Erik’s brother, Jorgen Julsgaard, who 
lived here with his wife, a priest in one of the Lutheran churches in that city. Again the reception we received was one 
of enthusiasm and friendliness and the next few hours were spent in looking at pictures, discussing family history and 
enjoying a real Danish luncheon with rye bread “leverpaastej” and beer. Jorgen’s wife, dressed in the garb of Danish 
Lutheran clergy, came to greet us and telling us it was a busy day for her at the church. Jorgen managed to get her to 
sit and have a bite to eat and a glass of beer. There was some discussion about a planned trip to North America and 
the possibility that they might visit Saint John. Later in the afternoon Erik and Helmer left for Aalborg about 110 
kilometers to the north and arrived in time to have a fine dinner.  
 On Sunday, June 1 it was time to back the bags and leave for Fredericia where Flemming would meet Helmer and 
drive him to the island of Fyn. But after breakfast it was decided to take a drive into Aalborg to see Jens Bangs Hus 
and to attend the morning church service at 10 in St. Budolfi Cathedral one of the more famous of Danish churches. 
The female priest who officiated at the High Mass had a baptism that morning and the church was filled. The saint, 
Budolfi, apparently was a priest from the early middle ages who may have lived in Wessex in England. Following the 
service, Inger, Erik and Helmer went to Aalborg Taarnet, a tower with a fantastic view of the city and Limfjord. The 
tower, which was 105 meters above the ground also had a small restaurant, the visitors did not eat there, since they 
were going to enjoy lunch with Anna and Lars at their home. Earlier in the Aalborg visit, Helmer had an opportunity 
to visit Peter and Lotte Julsgaard and also to see the building of their new home which was just under way.  
 It was sad to leave Aalborg after a fine nine days in the home that Erik and Inger had owned for more than 30 
years. But there was also the upcoming visit with Flemming Biermann at Veflinge on the island of Fyn and an 
opportunity to meet Ane Katrine Davidsen who lived in her own house near Veflinge.  Flemming met Helmer at the 
station in Fredericia and then drove to his home where there was supper all prepared and Ane Katrine was there as 
well as their dog, Pio. 
 On Monday May 2nd, Flemming and Helmer drove to Odense to meet his sister, Ottielie who had been living in a 
small apartment for a short while after selling her home. The intention this day was to drive to Sønderjylland to visit 
Flemming’s older brother, Frits and his wife, Kathrine who lived in Rødekro a town about five kilometers from 
Aabenraa. When we arrived Carsten Biermann and his girl friend Marianne were already there. Carsten was their son, 
whom Helmer had contacted a year before the 2001 visit. There was beer and later a fine meal on the patio where they 
all enjoyed one another’s company and managed to get some fine pictures to remind Helmer of the visit. Fritz was not 
well and spent a good deal of the time resting. Before arriving at Rodekro, they paid a visit to Rundemølle where 
Uncle Jorgen Biermann and the family had lived from 1948 until 1962. It was a delightful area with a stream running 
by the old mill, fine old trees and a very impressive house. The mill here was turned by water and Jørgen did some 
farming and had a bakery as well as rooms to rent. 
 The next day there was some drives near the Veflinge community and a chance to see some of the surrounding 
countryside and in the afternoon Jorn Jepsen, Ottielie’s son-in-law arrived and shortly afterwards Jan Biermann, the 
last born to Bernhard Biermann came for a visit. He had a great deal of information about Uncle Bernhard which he 
said he would e-mail to Helmer at a time when it was convenient. Prior to this visit, Helmer and Flemming drove to 
visit Ane Katrine and had an excellent meal which was offered with red wine and for desert some excellent crepes. 
One of the interesting aspects of the visit with Flemming was the viewing of a couple of films on Greenland, where 
had visited many times as a seaman on the Denmark-Greenland run for 25 years, leaving the service in 1992. There 
were some interesting drives around the area on the narrow roads, but lovely countryside and forests. There was a 
certain pride shown by Flemming who seemed to know the area extremely well. 
 On the final half day there was a drive around the environs of Veflinge and visits to some fine old estates as well 
as a castle nearby. Just more confirmation that there is nothing in the world to compare to the Danish country side! 
After going to Ane Katrine’s home, the three of them drove to the main station at Odense where he took the train to 
Copenhagen. After a stop at the Main Station there he deposited one of his bags at the Garderobe for the charge of 30 
krone per day for the next seven days. Carrying two small suitcases was not easy and for the next flying trip it will be 
baggage with wheels. This would be a long train trip considering that I left Odense shortly after noon hour and would 
change in København and then again in Hamburg for the 12 and one half hour trip to Wien.  
 

- Vienna Visit - 
 
 The best part of the journey was on the ferry from Puttgarten to Rødybyhavn and the schnitzel and glass of wine 
that was consumed on the ferry. There was little opportunity to sleep on the train so the arrival in Vienna was 
welcome and also welcome was the sight of Waltraud and Arne who unfortunately had come the day before; they had 
misunderstood Helmer’s date of arrival. There was a stop at the restaurant in Klosterneuburg for a breakfast and a 
meeting with Peter and Brigitte. This was almost a repeat of the first day in Austria in 2001. On several occasions 
there was a chance to go to Aigner’s for beer and wine and several evenings were spent at that delightful spot on 
Dehmgasse sitting outdoors on warm evenings. Helmer had a room at the apartment of Arne and Waltraud at 62 
Hauptstrasse for six nights and with the exception of a solo trip into Vienna, the days and evenings were well planned 
by Arne. One must admit that the whole European trip had been in the hands of other people and very few of the 
hours were planned by Helmer.   
 One Friday morning Helmer decided this would be his best opportunity to see the great imperial city again so 
Arne drove Helmer to Heiligenstadt and using Arne’s pass he took the train to Schwedenplatz where it seemed to be a 
good starting point for a tour around the beautiful city. A leisurely walk through the narrow streets and a view of the 





Ringstrasse eventually led to Stefansplatz and Helmer immediately walked toward Dorotheergasse where he and 
Rosalie had a room in a pension a few doors in from the Graben. The street had changed little in the past 30 years and 
many of the streets had probably not changed too much in the past 200 years. Pension Aclon, which had been 
headquarters for the 1972 Vienna visit, was no longer in existence. However, so many familiar locations brought back 
memories, such as the Augustinerkellar behind the Wiener Staatsoper and the delicatessen around the corner from 
the Graben. The first walk around the Ring brought the realization that it was going to be an unusually hot day, so 
Helmer took a tram to the Burggarten with its impressive monument to Wolfgang A Mozart at the entrance. It was a 
pleasure to walk around the lovely park and the area was crowded with people. The whole Ring, of course, had 
changed little particularly the Parkring, Opernring, Schubertring, Burgring and Luegerring which still thrilled the 
aesthetic senses with their magnificent monuments, Parliament Buildings, Town Hall, Opera House and beautiful 
Hotels. The major change was looking at them again, alone and the rush of memories that came haunting from 30 
years ago.    
 Helmer took the tram again and got off on the Parkring in order to go into the Stadtpark, a unique and lovely spot 
that had as its centre piece the gilded monument to Johann Strauss II. In earlier visits concerts were given and 
patrons could sit on the restaurant terrace, order coffee, wine or cake and enjoy the music, but nowadays tickets were 
sold at 30 Euros. It was noon hour and instead of sitting in one of the outdoor restaurants in the park, Helmer 
decided to walk to Annagasse where the Wienerwald Restaurant was located. It had been recommended in the latest 
edition of Arthur Frommer’s book on European cities and Frommer is the most dependable travel writer of this age 
and any other. Helmer entered a street off the Ring that ran into Annagasse. It was one of those narrow, charming 
streets that were so prominent in the Inner City and the Wienerwald had been recommended because it was 
inexpensive.  
 On entering the restaurant, Helmer got the impression that this was a fine dining room but probably not as 
inexpensive as Frommer had suggested. The lovely decor and luxurious lighting, fine tables and chairs and the elegant 
atmosphere were certainly an attraction to any diner. But Frommer had been correct; the meal and the wine were not 
very costly and the food was certainly well prepared and well served. For leisurely dining, Vienna is excellent and 
there is never the feeling of haste. Helmer took a leisurely hour and a half and the price was circa 11 Euros for a fine 
chicken dinner and wine.  
 Plans were to go to Belvedere, the Karlskirche, the Volksgarten and a walk around the streets beyond the Ring, 
but the 35 degree temperature did little to encourage this venture. So Helmer took the tram around the ring to see the 
fine architecture and there was a temptation to visit the Prater but due to the fact that it was mid-afternoon and still 
very hot, Helmer decided to stop at the Aida Café next to St Stephens Cathedral for a cup of coffee and piece of 
delicious Viennese cake at the outdoor tables. There is one thing that has become evident after four visits to Austria  
and that is Austrians know how to enjoy life and they have the opportunity since they do get 38 holidays a year. Then 
it was off to Schwedenplatz for the train back to Heiligenstadt and a change of train to Klosterneuburg, where Helmer 
bought a fruit drink at Billa and waited for the bus to Weidling.  During the visit to Weidling Helmer saw a number of 
excellent videos that Arne had made of various trips to Tunisia, Egypt, Turkey and the Canary Islands. 
 On Saturday, at the suggestion of Arne, a trip was planned to the province of Burgenland to the south and east of 
Vienna. So mid-morning Waltraud and Helmer got in the car and Arne drove toward Schwechat airport and then 
turned south to the rolling hills and flat lands of Burgenland, and found hundreds of lovely vineyards throughout the 
whole area.   Helmer expressed the desire to visit Eisenstadt which was not too far from Vienna and Arne consented 
to eventually drive to that famous city where the Hungarian princely family had their lovely castle. Here Franz Josef 
Haydn had been the music director for the Esterhazys for nearly 40 years, beginning his service when he was 29 in 
1761.  
 The magnificent yellow stone Palace had stood for some centuries and still was tremendously impressive with the 
greenery around it and the marvelous columns that made this an aesthetic piece of architecture. It was here in the 
new theatre that the Esterhazy family would hear the opera which would inaugurate the new house. This was La 
Fedelta Premiata staged on October 15 of 1780. The theatre had been rebuilt after a fire destroyed the old theatre a 
year previously. Nearby was the magnificent church where surely Haydn had attended mass and no doubt had been 
inspired to write his own sacred works. The church itself is an architectural marvel with a marvelous statue of a noted 
prelate in front of the church and some fine trees and much greenery. The interior was indeed majestic and it was an 
extraordinary feeling to think that 25 years earlier one of history’s great composers had frequented these streets 
which seemed to have changed little over time, except for the modern wares in the shops.  
 There were two other villages that offered some great feeling and a dreamlike quality that inferred time had stood 
still. Both Morbisch and Rust had a feeling of time having stood still and the storks with their nests on the roofs and 
chimneys were something not seen every day, even in Europe. Arne found what he considered a favourable and 
suitable inner courtyard for lunch and drink and as usual the wine was excellent. And why not! Burgenland was a 
garden of vineyards.  
 On the way back to Weidling the trio encountered a sight that would be unique and something probably never 
seen on the North American continent. There was a wedding party on the way to church for a Saturday afternoon 
wedding ceremony at the local church, with the bride beautifully dressed in a white wedding gown accompanied by 
the whole wedding party marching to the church. The group was accompanied by a fine marching band and police 
escorting the assemblage and at one point suggested to the following traffic that there was a detour. It was an 
experience out of another century.  
 After visiting these marvelous places Arne drove to a scenic resort area only a few kilometers from the Hungarian 
border called Neusiedler See. Here were all the amenities for a delightful vacation in an area with hotels, swimming 
pools, lake craft for cruises and fine eating places. The beautiful lake is four-fifths in Austria and one fifth in Hungary 
and in the 18th century, when Haydn was at Eisenstadt, it was part of Hungary during the magnificent Habsburg era.  





 When approaching Vienna, Arne suggested that we stop somewhere for coffee or other libation and drove to the 
Vienna Tower but the parking here on a Saturday afternoon was beyond normal so the trio continued on to a favourite 
haunt, the Fischerhütte on the bank of the Danube near Klosterneuburg. While they were enjoying beer, wine, kuchen 
and crepes, there was an Austrian naval vessel sailing past the restaurant with a full complement of personnel and 
guns. Fischerhütte is one of those special places that the Biermanns enjoy. When in Klosterneuburg the beautiful 
monastery and church there has a nearby cafe known as the Stift Cafe where Helmer enjoyed coffee and ice cream a 
couple of times with Peter, Brigitte, Arne and Waltraud. One of the drawbacks that seem to creep up on many 
occasions is finding places to park, but everyone seems to take that in stride.      
 During the evening it was a return to another favourite haunt, this one on a hill overlooking the street that has 
become familiar to Helmer. It was to be an evening at Aigner’s for beer and wine. Here Helmer, Rosalie, Veronica and 
Schani had their first full course meal in Weidling during the 2001 trip and here was a distinctly lovely spot to spend 
an evening with friendly people and good drink.  
 Sunday was to be another day of pleasure, joy and good times. Arne had decided that it would be an ideal time to 
visit Kahlenberg that splendid mountain overlooking the city of Vienna and with a magnificent view of the Imperial 
City. It was time to have a drink and some delicacies in the outdoor café on the mountain. After a repast, Arne, 
Waltraud and Helmer walked along the roadway that continued up the mountain and found that several professional 
people and their families owned private homes on the mountain with some enclosed for security and solitude. There 
was certainly evidence of affluence here. 
 Helmer asked how far it was to Grinzing and Arne quickly acquiesced to drive to the once legendary village that 
now was a close suburb of the city. After a walk for about 15 minutes Arne found a winegarten he deemed suitable for 
an afternoon drink and they entered Reinprecht and sat in the inner courtyard and enjoyed a drink. A plaque at the 
entrance informed patrons that composer Robert Stolz had composed one of his famous Viennese songs here. 
Grinzing had been the favourite drinking spot of many famed composers for 200 years, including Franz Schubert, 
who wrote many of his songs here, some of them on the backs of the wine list.  
 Time in Austria was drawing to a close, so Helmer decided he might take another look at the Imperial city, since 
Arne and Waltraud were going to be busy with confirmation of one of their grandchildren. Peter intervened, however, 
and said he would be the host for Monday, so he picked up Helmer at Weidling and drove down to Klosterneuburg to 
get Brigitte and then suggested since it might be another warm day that instead of going into the city, they visit the 
famous Tiergarten at Schonbrünn. This 250 year old zoo had been created by one of the Habsburg emperors and it 
had been a popular place for the Viennese to visit and this day proved no exception. The animal exhibits were 
excellent and at the suggestion of Peter they took lunch at the marvelous pavilion that had been in existence for a long 
time and a favorite of Kaiser Franz Josef. The attractive building was a popular dining spot and its circular 
appearance unique. Peter paid for dinner and then they looked at the surrounding sculptured trees where Helmer 
took a picture of the couple and then it was back to Weidling, since Arne and Waltraud had returned. It was then that 
Arne informed Helmer that the evening would be spent at the home of Jurgen and Susanne where there would be a 
barbecue much like the one enjoyed in 2001. A number of the neighbors joined the family at the barbecue and Jurgen 
was the chef at the barbecue. Included among the guests was a young lady whose name, according to Arne was 
Andrea. After a half hour Helmer managed to strike up a conversation with the young lady in German only to find out 
an hour later that she was quite fluent in English. It turned out to be an interesting and enjoyable evening.  
 The next day it was a drive downtown to Klosterneuburg with Arne and Waltraud and then a meeting with Peter 
and Brigitte. Helmer took them to dinner at the Fisherhütte, a favourite dining spot on the Danube. The excellent 
meal here was only 59 Euro for all five. Later in the day, Arne and Waltraud took Helmer to Westbahnhof for the 
return trip to Hamburg and Copenhagen. The trip seemed easier than the one taken to Vienna earlier and Helmer 
managed to get some sleep. At the train station in Copenhagen Helmer picked up the piece of luggage he had left and 
it cost 210 krøne. It was a real problem with the bags and next time it would be luggage with wheels. Helmer took the 
train to Herlev and was met by cousin Anne Marie. While visiting with the Jensens in Herlev, Jørgen showed a video 
of a trip he had taken to one of the northerly outposts of Greenland by aircraft. This adventure had taken place in 
1997. 
 On Thursday, June 12 Helmer took the train into København, walked along Strøget, the pedestrian street with its 
many fascinating shops and old buildings. He stopped for a Wienerbrod glass of wine at the corner restaurant in the 
main station and then took the train back to Herlev where he caught the bus to Højbjergvej. That afternoon Anne 
Marie and Jørgen decided to visit Svend Aage and Bodil, who had sold their house in the garden colony and moved to 
a village in the northern part of Sjaelland. It was fairly long drive to Skuldelev near Skibby and about five kilometers 
south of Frederikssund. Here was a very recent development of fine red brick townhouses and plenty of room for 
expansion. Svend Aage drove everyone to an arm of Roskilde Fjord where he had a small boat at a marina. Here they 
stopped to drink a few beers and enjoy the outdoors and the scenery around the fjord and then it was back to 
Skuldelev where Bodil prepared a lovely meal at her house and brought it next door to the visitors.  
 Friday, June 13 it was another trip to Kobenhavn, but this time by bus to Bremerholm from where he walked 
toward Tivoli and then down Vesterbrogade. Helmer found a couple of pastries at a shop and sat on a bench to enjoy 
them, then on to the station where he had a drink and a croissant. Since there was not enough time to visit Tivoli, 
Helmer took an early train back to Herlev and then the bus to the nearest point of Hojbjergvej. At about 4:30 p.m. 
Preben Biermann came to the Jensens and took Helmer to Espergaerde where Lena Biermann had a fine meal, 
complete with wine, and then an evening chat.  
 Saturday, June 14 was spent in the town of Helsingør and the famous Kronborg Castle, setting for the William 
Shakespeare play, Hamlet, which he is presumed to have written sometime after 1600. Near the wall of the castle 
there are two statues of Hamlet and Ophelia and in the castle there is a Danish Maritime Museum, which Preben and 
Helmer visited. This was a fascinating collection of memorabilia of the Danish seafaring era with models of many 





ships and a great deal of material relating to the sea as well as interesting paintings. They did not take a tour of the 
castle, but contented themselves with looking at the exterior and then going downtown Helsingor, where there was 
much to see, since it was on the northeasterly point of the Sound facing Sweden and the city of Helsingborg only five 
kilometers across Øresund. 
 The town itself was fascinating with a large number of homes, churches and buildings going back two, three and 
more centuries. Two of the churches were visited during the tour of Helsingør and in one of them, Sankta Maria, the 
famous organist and composer, Diderik Buxtehude had been organist from 1660 until 1668 after which he went to 
Lubeck. In 1930 the council for the church of Sankta Maria put up a plaque in the church commemorating the fact 
that the famous composer had been the official organist here. The plaque was put in place on the 500th anniversary of 
the church. The other church visited was the famous St Olaf Church. It should be noted here that every Danish 
church, large and small in city and rural areas has a model of a ship hanging to commemorate the fact that Denmark 
has been a seafaring nation.  
 After a visit to the churches, there an opportunity to wander around the old city and enjoy the marvelous streets 
and see the sights. Then it was a walk along Strandgade, where they visited the Skibsklarerergaarden, which 
translates as the Shipping Agent’s House and is located at 91 Strandgade and dates from the early 1700’s. It was one 
of the finest examples of a Shipping Agents office and supply shop, which had originally been erected in the 1500’s, 
restored in 1637 and further enhanced in 1780, which is the date of the present structure. One of the important 
persons in the restoration that took place in 1994 and 1995 was the owner of the building, Søren Fisker, who paid 
most of the cost which was undertaken jointly by the Helsingor Town Museum and the Maritime Museum at 
Kronborg Castle. 
     Helsingør, known in English as Elsinore, had a unique toll that was collected from each ship that passed 
through the sound, which was known as the Øresundtold. The money originally went into the coffers of the royal 
family but later it went to the state. Many of the nations entered the Baltic Sea and in centuries before the Kiel Canal 
the only way was through the sound between Denmark and Sweden and it was a very lucrative way to keep the cash 
flow into the country. It made the town one of the most prosperous in the country and it was the shipping agent that 
did the paper work. In the middle of the 19th century there were at least 35 shipping agents and some of them were 
English since one third of the vessels passing into the Baltic were British.  
 The present day Agents House Museum also sells jams, artifacts and other goods to help defray the costs of 
keeping the shop as a tourist attraction. The person who was in charge the day Preben and Helmer visited the shop 
was very friendly and most anxious to talk about the history of the place. The present agent’s shop was founded in 
1809 by a trader named Christen Simmelkier and this ship chandler had a variety of fascinating goods. The ship’s 
captain was the one who dealt with all the formalities of paying the toll and there was always a room where he could 
eat, have a drink and relax. 
 Saturday evening was spent quietly discussing various topics and there was an evening rain which passed quickly. 
Preben and Lean had a lovely home on a street called Sølvvej and a garden in the back. The plan for Sunday was to 
drive along the eastern shore north to visit some of the many fine towns and villages. There was a stop at an old inn 
which dated from mid 18th century and a visit to the community of Tisvilde where they spent some time looking 
around the grounds of the fine old church in the village. At Hundested they stopped for sandwich and beer and then 
drove on to the home of Knud Rasmussen, the well-known Danish Arctic explorer who made many expeditions to 
Greenland in the company of Peter Freuchen in 1910 and with journalist L Mylius-Erichsen and artist Harald Moltke 
on other occasions. 
  Knud Rasmussen was born in the vicarage at Jakobshavn in Greenland, the son of linguist and clergyman, 
Christian Rasmussen and Louise (Fleischer) Rasmussen. The Greenland blood in his veins came from his mother’s 
side and this strain is also in Ane Katrine Davidsen, friend of Flemming Biermann of Veflinge, Fyn who is first cousin 
to Helmer Biermann. From his earliest childhood, Knud Rasmussen was associated with Greenlanders and he learned 
their ways, their culture and was a tremendous help in bringing an understanding of the people to Denmark. He 
listened with enthusiasm to many of their stories and legend, but this was interrupted by tenure in Denmark where he 
matriculated at the age of 21 in 1900. In 1902 he was a member of the Danish Literary Greenland Expedition and in 
1910 with Freuchen he established the trading station at Thule. From 1921 to 1924 he set out on a remarkable 
expedition by sleigh from Greenland to the Pacific and in 1932 he was a member of the Danish delegation to the 
international court at The Hague which settled the question of who had ownership of Greenland. There had been 
incursions by Americans, but today, fortunately, Greenland is part of Denmark.   
 Early Monday morning it was off to Herlev where Helmer would spend one more day and then it would be time 
to pack and off to København airport for the trip to Canada. Fortunately there was one more day left and was to be an 
auspicious occasion with a visit from Anne Marie’s sister, Ruth who lived in København.  She came to Herlev in the 
middle of the afternoon for coffee and stayed for dinner and Helmer was able to enjoy a conversation with her. At 20 
hours Erik Nielsen and Joan arrived for a visit and took Helmer to the Nursing Home in København where Erik’s 
mother, Henriette was living. Then they went back to Herlev for evening coffee and more conversation.  
 On Tuesday, June 17, Anne Marie and Jørgen took Helmer to the airport for the long journey back to Saint John 
via Frankfort and Toronto. It was three flights and about 19 hours before the arrival at 208 Pitt Street. Cathy and 
Bernie had been given the wrong arrival time by Helmer so it was into to Saint John by taxi to the tune of $19, with 
Cathy and Bernie going to the airport a whole hour later.    
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“Parents can only give good advice or put them on the right paths, 
but the final forming of a person's character lies in their own hands”. 
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was fortunate in having my parents with me for many decades. My mother died when I was 49 and my 
father died when I was 59. They were, as far as we know, of Nordic stock, although there is some mystery 
about the background of my mother’s father, who did not resemble the average person’s idea of a Nordic. 
My mother and father came from very diverse backgrounds. My father’s forbears, the Biermanns, came 
from Friesenland and were labourers in that part of the world until my grandfather took up the trade as a 
cooper and eventually made his way as a journeyman to Nord Schleswig sometime around 1880. My 

mother’s ancestry was completely different. My mother’s parents were born and lived in the northwestern part of 
Denmark. Her father, Jens Peder Davidsen was a school teacher and her mother, Sophie Christensen (Julsgaard), was 
the daughter of well-to-do estate owners in Holmsland who changed the name from Christensen to Julsgaard in the 
late 1890’s. “Juulsgaard” was the name of the estate, which the family purchased in 1869. Jens Peder Davidsen was 
possibly a descendent of a person or persons of another culture. There is one family tradition that says that his 
forbears may possibly have come from Spain during the Peninsular Wars, but there are no facts or research to confirm 
this. Apparently some Spaniards (and some of gypsy stock) made their way to Denmark in the early 1800’s.  
 The earliest recollection I have of my parents, Katrine and Heinrich Biermann was, of course, in Skærbæk, where 
I was born in 1923 . They were hard workers but a happy-go-lucky couple who partied on the weekends with friends 
and neighbours and my father played on the local soccer team. Aablings Hotel in Skærbæk was the centre of activity 
for the town. Movies were often shown there and I remember seeing a silent version of the Flying Dutchman. Card 
games were played by the locals at the hotel, and there was a bowling alley as well as a shooting gallery. Heine 
Biermann once beat a score set some 40 years previously in the bowling alley and Hansen, the hotel keeper, said there 
was an envelope in his keeping that gave directions as to what prize the person who beat the score would get. Someone 
had a sense of humour since the person who beat the score would set up drinks for all those who witnessed the event.  
 My mother was a true domestic in the home who kept an excellent household. She was the phlegmatic type who 
was unruffled even in a time of crisis. My father sometimes was more inclined to be excitable. All the years my sister, 
Olga and I spent at home were extremely happy years and even when times were difficult during the “dirty thirties” we 
never seemed to lack either necessity or luxury. Harmony was the key word in our lives. 
 My mother was well-educated and after her schooling finished, she was a governess and music teacher. She was 
very knowledgeable, an avid reader in both Danish and English, a music lover and interested in history and culture. 
These were things that were instilled in me at a very early age. So literature, history and music became as important as 
eating and sleeping and the interest began in earnest in the mid 1930’s. It was very much a European cultural 
upbringing that would have been foreign to many of the youngsters living in the poorer areas of the Loyalist City. My 
mother also was fluent in English, and with a slight accent could converse in German and never lost her native tongue 
of Danish. 
 My father never conquered the English language and besides his strong accent he had a tendency to mix his 
English with a few Danish and German words in conversation. Sometimes there were a few invented concoctions that 
no-one could understand. What always amazed me was his continuous dawn to dusk work ethic. It never rubbed off on 
the son, to whom what took place during leisure hours was more important that what took place during working 
hours. My father was a hard worker and though he put in long hours he never suffered too many ill-effects. He was just 
of medium build never, never reached 140 lbs in weight but had the strength of a horse. It was very evident when he 
went into the house building trade. He could have done very well financially, but never seemed to sell his homes for 
their true value. The purchaser always got the advantage. 
 He was exceptionally generous, no matter what the economic circumstances. When I had a ruptured appendix 
and underwent an operation he told me in hospital that my weekly allowance would be 25 cents. When he won $500 
on one of the illegal favourite hockey tickets in 1937, he sent my mother and Olga to Denmark for a visit that summer. 
When he asked what I wanted, I said boldly: “Either a portable typewriter or a set of the eight-volume Waverly 
Dictionaries.” It was an expensive demand from a 14-year-old. I received both. There was nothing he wouldn’t do to 
make everyone around him feel happy and the material gifts we all received were only a small part of what he gave.    
 During the 1930’s one of the wonderful outings was a trip on one of the two rivers boats up the Saint John River 
on Sunday from Indiantown to Crystal Beach. It was a truly enjoyable event for the whole family. It was something 
that sister Olga and I could anticipate with a great deal of excitement.  
 The family were churchgoers and it was instilled in me that it was a commitment that was extremely important.  
Heine worked hard with other Danes during the year 1931 to establish the first Danish Lutheran Church in Saint John 
and was a faithful member until he was buried by Lutheran Pastor Thomas Graham in late August of 1982.  
 I remember the early years in Canada when he proudly came home with a gramophone and a few classical 
records. Although it was my mother who instilled in me the love of opera and music in general, it was Heine who 



introduced my mother to opera, when he insisted on stopping in Hamburg on their way to their honeymoon in the 
Harz Mountains. He had tickets to the opera, “Tales of Hoffmann” by Jacques Offenbach. He heard his first opera 
during the convalescence after being wounded in the First World War. That story was interesting in that he was told by 
the Head Sister at the convalescent chateau in the Harz Mountains that he was well enough to have a night out. He 
thought the local tavern would be ideal place to visit but found out that an opera ticket had been provided and he 
would be chauffeured to the opera house. He may have been disappointed at first but after the performance he was 
thrilled at having seen Friederich von Flotow’s, “Martha.” My father had been severely wounded by machine gun 
bullets that punctured one lung.  
 During the early thirties I remember my father visiting some fellow immigrants who had also been in the First 
World War. That war was re-fought on many a Sunday afternoon in the 1930’s. Unlike many others who went through 
the war, Heine was not shy about talking about his experiences. Heine Biermann was a proud soldier in the army of 
Kaiser Wilhelm II. Denmark had lost Nord Schleswig in 1864 to Germany and when the plebiscite was held in 1920 for 
the inhabitants to decide their future destiny, some members of the Biermann family voted to stay with Germany and 
some voted to go back to Denmark. My father voted to stay German, but when it was given over to Denmark he was a 
loyal citizen to the flag, the country and the monarchy. Like myself, my father was a lover of history and a lover of 
music and he was also an avid reader both in Danish and in English. The latter he read easily, but generally, spoke 
badly.   
 Card games were very much a part of their lives and with Rosalie and myself there were numerous games of 
Canasta. But with their friends as well as Sigrid (Katrines’s sister) and AP Ovesen there were often games of bridge. It 
was one of their favourite pastimes. Heine was a moderate gambler who enjoyed the harness races and he and my 
mother spent many hours at the races. He was generally very good at picking the winning horses. 
 It became obvious over the years, as he built houses in the Glen Falls area of Saint John County, that he was never 
going to make a great fortune since on many occasions he sold his houses well below the market price and if the buyer 
was a friend he would take an hourly salary which gave him a living wage but not much extra return. On one occasion a 
longtime friend, who asked Heine to build him a home, received a $12,000 home for under $7,000 which covered the 
cost of material and hourly wages for any helper and himself. Arlene and Max Winters remember Heine building a 
home for a member of Max Winter’s family far below the market price and then adding a porch for practically nothing. 
It was a kindness that many people felt and it certainly was something that all members within the family knew as one 
of his major characteristics.   
  He built the Coldbrook home for me and Rosalie for just three thousand dollars covered by a small mortgage and 
when there were problems with the Needle and Anchor Book Shop that I had purchased, he came to the rescue. My 
mother often spent hours helping out at the book store with no remuneration.  
 One of Heine’s great pleasures was to visit daughter Olga (Biermann) Colwell and husband Kenneth in Arlington, 
Virginia and later in Greenville, South Carolina when they moved further south. He had the courage to leave Saint 
John on a cold morning by airplane to visit Olga and Ken four months after he had his leg amputated. This was on the 
last day of January in 1976, so he missed the Groundhog Day Gale of ‘76 by about 36 hours.   
  He was always willing to take Rosalie and myself to Gondola Point for a swim when we lived in Coldbrook and 
whenever we moved he was there to help with the moving. He certainly spent a lot of time helping Ken and Olga build 
a house on Glenview Avenue in the early 1950’s. 
 Katrine and Olga made a trip to Denmark in 1937 and my mother and I made a voyage to Denmark in 1930, one 
of the lasting memories of my life. After the end of the Second World War Heine, my mother and Olga took a trip to 
Denmark from March until June in 1947. On that voyage the MS Gripsholm upset in the middle of the Atlantic. My 
parents made two more trips back to Europe. On Coronation Day, June 2, 1953, my parents left for Europe and 
returned in early September. Their last trip was in 1963 when they left in the early spring and returned at the end of 
June. They always went by ship, using the Swedish American Line and never stayed less than two and half months to 
three months.  
 One memory that lingers is my grandmother Sophie (Julsgaard) Davidsen trying to convince my mother to 
remain in Denmark and force Heine to return and give up the life in Canada. I always believed that both parents would 
have been glad to return home, but my mother’s pride stood in the way. She would say: ”What would people think?” 
There was a certain pride and West Coast Jutland honesty that most likely had been inherited from the Julsgaard clan. 
My mother was phlegmatic in as much as she could forgo signs of stress under even the most trying circumstances and 
had a very controlled temperament. As much as she probably would have wished to return to Denmark, there was a 
certain pride that restrained her from not only rash decisions but from wishing to show signs of weakness of purpose.   
 In the early years of the Depression of the “dirty thirties”, when there financial difficulties, we were never in dire 
straits but it was determination, love of life and family as well as a certain pride in living on a high standard that kept 
the family on a high moral and ethical path. It was the strict but liberal upbringing as well as pride of our European 
upbringing and a strong Faith in the Lutheran Church that guided us as a family. Heine and Katrine Biermann knew 
only that a high standard was acceptable as a guide to good living. Certainly as children, Olga and I were never lacking 
anything.   
 One thing that pleased Heine was the creation of a Canadian flag during Pearson years since he was hardly happy 
under the Union Jack which he considered a foreign flag and in the years that he lived on Morgan Road he flew the 
Maple Leaf flag and a small Danish “Dannebrog” pennant.   
  

 





 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 “There are thousands of thoughts lying within a man 
that he does not know till he takes up the pen and writes.”   

 
-- William Makepeace Thackeray 
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